Fourteenth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm

GREEK SILVER & BRONZE COINS

4022*
Thessaly, Pharsalos, (424-405/4 B.C.), silver drachm,
(5.44 g), obv. Athena head to right in close fitting helmet,
ornamented with wing, T over [ΙΠ] behind neck, rev.
horseman prancing to right, traces of ΦΑΡΣ around horse,
within incuse square, (cf.S.2190, Lavva - cf.116a [dies and
type for drachm unlisted] Lavva type B.1.9). Fine and very
rare, apparently unpublished.
$120

4018*
Thessaly, Larissa (under Macedonian domination), (340-325
B.C.), silver drachm, (5.98 g), obv. facing head of nymph
Larissa three-quarter to left, rev. horse grazing to right, above
ΛΑΡΙΣ in exergue ΑΙΩN, (S.2120, SNG Cop. 121, Herrmann
Pl.V, 8). Nearly extremely fine with attractive grey tone.
$600

Lavva reports no examples of this type from these dies with this letter
combination behind the neck. The type with the letters T/IΠ behind the neck
is known only on hemidrachms and it would seem logical for a drachm issue
to occur, since issue types before and after struck drachms and hemidrachms.
A hypothetical number Lavva 116a making it immediately precede the
hemidrachm issue of this type.

Ex CNG by private purchase with ticket.

4019*
Thessaly, Pharkadon, (480-450 B.C.), silver hemidrachm
(2.85 g), obv. naked Thessalian youth, restraining forepart
of unruly bull to right, within dotted border, rev. forepart of
bridled horse prancing to right within incuse square, around
Π Α Ρ Κ Α Δ O, (S.2182, BMC 1-2 [Pl.IX, 1], SNG Cop.209).
Toned, good fine/very fine and rare.
$150

4023*
Thessaly, Thessalian League, (196-146 B.C.), silver stater
or double victoriatus, (5.94 g), Larissa mint, obv. head of
Zeus to right, crowned with oak leaves, behind ΣΙΜΙΟΥ,
rev. Athena Itonia advancing to right, brandishing spear
and holding shield, on sides ΘΕΣΣΑ ΛΩΝ, above two stars,
either side of figure Π Ο/ Λ E, (cf.S.2232, McClean 4716,
SNG Cop. 294). Bright, good very fine and rare.
$200

4020*
Thessaly, Pharsalos, (440-425 B.C.), silver triobol or
hemidrachm, (2.80 g), obv. Athena head to right in close
fitting helmet, rev. horse's head to right in incuse square, Φ
ΑΡ to right, (S.2189, Lavva 35 [same dies obv.21, rev. 24,
3 known], SNG Fitz 2441 [same obverse die]). Good fine
and very rare.
$100

4024*
Thessaly, Thessalian League, (196-146 B.C.), silver stater
or double victoriatus, (6.35 g), Larissa mint, obv. head
of Zeus to right, crowned with oak leaves, behind trace
of ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, rev. Athena Itonia advancing to right,
brandishing spear and holding shield, on sides ΘΕΣΣΑ ΛΩΝ,
above across A ΡΙΣ, either side of figure TO/C KΛ/H, (cf.
S.2232, McClean 4846, cf.SNG Cop. 292), Bright, good
very fine, a rare variant.
$200

4021*
Thessaly, Pharsalos, (424-405/4 B.C.), silver drachm,
(5.50 g), obv. Athena head to right in close fitting helmet,
ornamented with wing, TH over [IΠ] behind neck, rev.
horseman prancing to right, [Φ]ΑΡ[Σ] around horse, within
incuse square, TH below between legs, (cf.S.2190, Lavva
101 [Obv. die V50, rev. die R57], SNG Lockett 1603 [same
dies]). Fine/nearly very fine and rare.
$150
Lavva reports 6 examples of this type from these dies.
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4029*
Central Greece, Phocis, (457-446 B.C.), silver triobol, (2.88
g), obv. bull's head facing, rev. archaic head of Artemis to
right in incuse square, [Φ]OK[I] around, (S.2348, Williams
189 [same dies, obv.137, rev.112]). Nearly very fine and
rare.
$250

4025*
Thessaly, Thessalian League, (196-146 B.C.), silver stater
or double victoriatus, (5.30 g), Larissa mint, obv. head of
Zeus to right, crowned with oak leaves, rev. Athena Itonia
advancing to right, brandishing spear and holding shield,
on sides ΘΕΣΣΑ ΛΩΝ, above across [KΕ]Φ ΑΛ[ΟΣ], below
ΘΕΜΙΣΤO[..], (cf.S.2232, BMC 12). Porous surface, blue and
gold patina, short on flan, otherwise fine - very fine.
$120

4030
Central Greece, Phocis, (c.457-446 B.C.), silver triobol, (2.64
g), Period III, obv. bull's head facing, rev. archaic head of
Artemis to right in incuse square, [ΦO]KI around, (S.2348,
BMC 26); Euboea, Chalcis, (340-294 B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.56 g), obv. head of Hera to right, rev. eagle flying to right
carrying snake in talons and beak, (S.2482, SNG Cop. 435);
Boeotia, probably struck at Thebes, (379-371 B.C.), silver
hemidrachm, (2.08 g), obv. Boeotian shield, rev. kantharos
with letters ΒΟ ΙΩ across, club above, (S.2396, BMC 45);
Thessaly Pharsalos, (480-450 B.C.), silver hemidrachm, (2.74
g), obv. archaic head of Athena helmeted to right, rev. horse
head right, ΦAR to right downwards, (S.2187, BMC 1). All
with dark tone, second in need of cleaning, otherwise nearly
fine - fine and all scarce. (4)
$220

4026*
Akarnania, Anactorion (Colony of Corinth), (c.350-300
B.C.), silver stater, (8.30 g), obv. Pegasos flying to left,
AN monogram below, rev. head of Athena to left, wearing
Corinthian helmet, KΛE before, AN monogram and
bucranium with fillets behind, (cf.S.2250, Calciati 71, SNG
Cop. 293, BMC 49-53 [p.119]). Bright, very fine and rare.
$500
Ex Spink & Son, October 2002.

4031*
Boiotia, Thebes, (382-363 B.C.), silver stater, Arka..
Magistrate, (12.21 g), obv. Boiotian shield, rev. amphora,
in concave field, with two ivy leaves above, across letters
AP KA either side, (cf.S.2398, Hepworth Series D4, No.14
[in list], BCD 537 [p.100, Triton IX], Head, Boeotia p.64,
Weber 3271 [(p.309, Pl.123]), Traite III, 267 [Pl.CCI, 13],
BMC 117-9 [p.81], SNG Delepierre 1299 [Pl.34]), Good
very fine and very scarce.
$600

4027*
Acarnania, Anactorion (Colony of Corinth), (350-300 B.C.),
silver stater, (8.18 g), obv. Pegasos with pointed wing flying to
left, AN monogram below, KΛE to left, rev. head of Athena to
left in Corinthian helmet over a leather cap, bucranium and
AN monogram behind head, (S.2249, Calciati 71 [p.503-4]).
Nearly very fine/good very fine, rare.
$280

4028*
Acarnania, Thyrrheion (Colony of Corinth), (350-300 B.C.),
silver stater, (8.43 g), obv. Pegasos with pointed wing flying to
left, Θ below, rev. head of Athena to left in Corinthian helmet
over a leather cap, with earring and pendants and Y behind
head, Θ before neck, (cf.S.2301, Calciati 13 [p.515], BMC
8, SNG Cop. 407). Slightly off centred obverse, otherwise
good very fine/extremely fine and very scarce type.
$300

4032*
Boiotia, Thebes, (378-338 B.C.), silver stater, (12.18 g), obv.
Boiotian shield, rev. amphora, with letters KA BI either side,
(cf.S.2398, Hepworth Series D1, No.61, BMC 150, McClean
5601, Weber 3279, SNG Cop. 339). Off centred obverse,
nearly extremely fine and a very scarce type.
$500
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4033*
Boiotia, Thebes, (378-338 B.C.), silver stater, (12.03 g),
obv. Boiotian shield, rev. amphora with letter ΚΛ ΙΩΝ, (cf.
S.2398, Hepworth Series C No.71, SNG Delepierre 1311,
McClean 5606-7, Weber 3281). Good very fine/very fine, a
rare Magistrate.
$500

4035*
Attica, Athens, (449-413 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (17.10
g), issue c.420 B.C., obv. head of Athena to right wearing ivy
crested helmet, eye in profile, rev. owl standing to right, head
facing, in erect posture, olive twig and crescent behind, to
right, AΘE, all in incuse square, (S.2526, BMC 62, cf.Starr
Pl.XXII). Toned, nearly extremely fine.
$1,500

The staters of the Boiotian Confederacy of the 4th Century are well known
to numismatists. These staters, struck on the Aiginetic standard, bear on
the obverse the usual Boeotian shield and on the reverse an amphora, with
the addition of magistrate names and, on occasion, vines hanging from the
handles or extra symbols above the amphora. Although the coins do not bear
the mark of an issuing city, Thebes, as hegemon of the Boeoetian Confederacy,
was the most likely responsible authority. In his study of the series, "The
4th Century BC Magistrate Coinage of the Boiotian Confederacy," in
Numismatica Khronika (1998), Robert Hepworth identified 45 (two are
uncertain) different magistrates and 97 separate varieties. The series begins
in the early years of the fourth century and ends in 335 B.C., when the city
was razed by Alexander the Great. Through an intensive die study, Hepworth
has been able to identify the internal order of this series although an absolute
chronology still remains to be determined. The actual identities of most
of the magistrates remain obscure. However, the magistrate abbreviated
as EPPA or EPAM has been identified as the historical Epaminondas (see
"Epaminondas' Coinage," in Proceedings of the 10th International Congress
of Numismatics, [London 1986, pp. 35-40]), who, at the battle of Leuctra
in 371 BC, successfully led the Boiotians against the invading Spartan army,
thus ending nearly 300 years of Spartan military supremacy. Epaminondas
met his death in 362 at the battle of Mantinea. Hepworth in describing
the series noted 1700 examples recorded from all the sources found over
a period of 25 years of researching. The series is divided into four major
groups with sub-divisions within. It is established by die-links and hoard
evidence of the approximate order of issue. The series appears to have an
annual change of magistrates.

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 78 (lot 5013).

4036*
Attica, Athens, (449-413 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (17.14
g), issue c.430 B.C., obv. head of Athena to right wearing
ivy crested helmet, eye in profile, rev. owl standing to
right, head facing, in erect posture, olive twig and crescent
behind, to right, AΘE, all in incuse square, (S.2526, BMC
62, cf.Starr Pl.XXII, 6, SNG Cop. 31). Toned, tight flan,
nearly extremely fine.
$1,500

4037*
Attica, Athens, probably an Egyptian or Eastern copy of the
Athenian silver tetradrachm, (15.37 g), 4th century B.C.,
obv. head of Athena to right wearing ivy crested helmet, eye
in profile, rev. owl standing to right, head facing, in erect
posture, olive twig and crescent behind, to right, AΘ[E], all
in incuse square, (cf.S.2526, cf.BMC 62, cf.Starr Pl.XXII,
cf.Svoronos Pl.16, 22, cf.SNG Cop.33-40). Light in weight,
possibly a plated issue, otherwise good fine.
$200

4034*
Euboia, Karystos, (issue of an unknown tyrant in the late
third century B.C.), silver stater, (6.88 g), obv. male head
bound with royal diadem to right, dotted border, rev. Nike
in galloping biga to left, ΚΑΡΥΣΤΙΩ[Ν] in exergue, (S.2511,
BMC 18, Wallace "A Tyrant of Karystos" in Essays to
Robinson, obv.V, rev.7 example b [This Coin, one of two
known from these dies], cf.Lanz BCD Sale lots 578/577 [for
same dies as a mule], SNG Sweden 1452, ACNAC Dewing
1532). Good very fine/very fine and very rare.
$1,500

Ex Spink Auistralia with their ticket.

Ex BCD Collection (with his ticket) and previously from the W.P. Wallace
Collection and listed by him on p.203 [above paper] with his ticket and
Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 80 (lot 3194). In all Wallace knew of only
43 examples of all types of staters from Karystos.

LOT 4038
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Selinus' (ANS Museum Notes 33 pp.14-22). They place this proto-tortoise
type between the earliest and later strikings. That they belong to Group 2 is
assured by the Union Jack reverses. The chronology is still under review and
new hoards when published will all contribute to finally resolving the matter.
eg. Colin Kraay in ACGC (p.43-4) places the small skew reverse coinage
(Asyut Group VII) to around 500 B.C. in contrast to Asyut dating of 490475 B.C. Reference can be made also to SNG Delepierre as that publication
illustrates 298 staters from Aegina, (known as the Megalopolis Hoard [Paris
Cabinet since 1966]). That hoard was buried about 431 B.C.

4038*
Attica, Athens, (393-300 B.C., but c. 350-300 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (17.04 g), obv. head of Athena to right wearing
ivy crested helmet, eye in profile, rev. owl standing to right,
head facing, in erect posture, olive twig and crescent behind,
to right, AΘE all in incuse square, (S.2537, cf.Kroll 15, BMC
144, Kraay (Coins of Ancient Athens) Pl. IV, 5, SNG Cop.
65). Nice light tone, good very fine.
$350
The helmet decoration is later than the previous coins.

4041*
Corinthia, Corinth, (300-243 B.C.), silver drachm, (2.09 g),
obv. Pegasos flying to left, Q below, rev. head of Aphrodite
to left wearing hair in sakkos and tied up behind, monogram
ΠΥ behind, (S.2633, SNG Cop. 138 var. BCD Corinth 171
var. cf.CNG (lot 148) 10 Nov. 2010 same symbol and similar
dies). Toned, very fine and rare.
$200

4039*
Attica, Athens, (166-57 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.74 g),
issued 140-139 B.C., (Thompson date) but probably 108107 B.C. (revised chronology), by Eumelos, Kalliphon, and
Diokl-, magistrates, obv. head of Athena Parthenos to right
wearing triple-crested Athenian helmet, ornamented with
Pegasus, within dotted border, rev. owl standing to right,
head facing, in erect posture, on prostrate amphora, Δ on
amphora, legend across A ΘE, to left ΕΥΜ−ΛΟΣ/ΚΑΛ/ΛΙ/
ΔΙΟΚ, Tyche standing to left with cornucopiae below ΣΩ,
all within wreath, (cf.S.2555, cf.Thompson 740a-b (same
obverse die, new reverse dies, cf.Hunter 171-172). Slightly
off centred obverse, otherwise good very fine/extremely fine
and rare (unpublished for Δ month).
$900

4042*
Peloponnesos, Argolis, Argos, Silver hemidrachm, or Attic
triobol, after 320's-270's B.C. (2.20 g), Obv. forepart of
wolf at bay to left, Rev. A with A and P either side at top
with crescent below all within shallow incuse square, (cf.
Sear 2794, BCD 1094 [p.269, LHS 96], BMC 60 [p.141],
SNG Cop. 29 [Pl.1], Mycenae Pl.9, 19). Good fine and
SCARCE.
$200

Ex the Demetrios Armounta Collection.
A rare issue, Thompson knew of 102 examples of this year from all dies,
issue struck from 16 obverse and 48 reverse dies. This example a new
reverse die.

Ex BCD Collection and from Glendinings December 5, 1984 (Lot 25 part)
with his ticket.

4040*
Attica, Aegina, (510-500 B.C.), silver stater, (12.24 g),
obv. segmented shell of sea turtle with scalloped shell
or segmented carapace known as 'Proto-tortoise' type,
with uncertain countermark in centre, rev. 'Rough incuse
developed early Union Jack pattern', (cf.S.1849, Asyut Group
V 'proto-tortoise with trefoil collar', cf.509-513, Millbank
(NN&M No.24) Plate 1, 12, page 25, BMC 3 [p.11], Selinus
Hoard Nos. 123-124). Oblong shape, nearly very fine/very
fine and very rare.
$500

4043*
Peloponnessos, Argolis, Epidauros, (Circa 290/280-260
B.C.), silver hemidrachm (2.40 g), obv. laureate head of
Asklepios to left, rev. EΠ monogram within wreath, (S.2810,
HGC 723, SNR Vol.72 Requier, Monnayage, series 2 [1],
122 (D4/R4 - This Coin), BCD Peloponnesos 1233 (same
dies), Winterthur 2221, cf.SNG Copenhagen 114. Toned,
very fine and rare.
$750

The Asyut hoard suggests the chronology to be 500/490-480 B.C. Much
has been written on this early coinage since Samuel Millbank published
'The Coinage of Aegina' in 1924. Since then various numismatic scholars
endeavoured to establish the order of issue and the chronolgy of this series,
usually by employing data from a relevant hoard. They include W.L.
Brown 'Pheidons Alleged Aeginetan Coinage' (NC 1950, pp.177-204); R.
Ross Holloway, 'An Archaic Hoard From Crete and the Early Aeginetan
Coinage' in ANS Museum Notes 17 (1971, pp.1-21, (based on his doctoral
dissertation [The Elder Turtles of Aegina, 1960, Princeton University]);
Price and Waggoner, 'Archaic Greek Silver Coinage, The 'Asyut' Hoard',
pp.69-76; Carmen Arnold-Biucchi et al., 'A Greek Archaic Silver Hoard from

Reputed to be the birthplace of Asklepios, the god of healing, Epidauros
was established as that god's sanctuary. There, the Asklepeion, or temple
dedicated to him, became the most celebrated healing center of the Classical
world, and the place to which the ill traveled for relief. A massive complex,
it contained shrines, healing mineral springs, and dormitories. The central
feature of the site was the enkoimitiria, a large sleeping hall, where the
ill would spend the night. The dreams they dreamed while there were
subsequently interpreted as the god's advice for the recovery of their health.
The site also included a large theater for ritualistic performances. Admired
by Pausanias, the theatre remains the best-preserved building of its type
from the Classical world.

Ex BCD Collection (not in LHS sale); 1979/80 Epidaurus Hoard (CH VII,
69).
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4048
Pontos, Amisos, (c.85-65 B.C.), AE 21, (8.04 g), obv. Aegis
with Gorgon's head in centre, rev. Nike advancing right
carrying palm branch, ΑΜΙ ΣΟ[Υ] across, with monograms,
another AE 21, (7.24 g), obv. Ares head right, rev. sword
in sheath AMI ΣΟΥ across; another AE 20, (7.07 g), obv.
laureate head of Zeus right, rev. eagle on thunderbolt to
left, ΑΜΙΣΟΥ in exergue, monogram to left, (S.3642, 3643,
3644); Paphlagonia, Amastris, (c.85-65 B.C.), AE 21 (6.94
g), obv. Aegis with Gorgon's head in centre, rev. Nike
advancing right carrying palm branch, ΑΜΑΣ ΤΡΕ[ΩΝ]
across, with monograms, (S.3675). Mostly very fine. (4)
$100

4044*
Peloponnesos, Arkadian League, Megalopolis, 320's-c.275
B.C., silver triobol or hemi-drachm, (2.73 g), obv. Laureate
head of Zeus to left, no I behind visible, rev. Naked Pan
seated left, on rock holding lagobolon, to left monogram
AP, to right I. (BCD 1523 (p.364), Dengate (MN 13)Group
I, Period I, Issue 2, (p.61-3), BMC 52-53 (p.174), Weber
4266, SNG Cop.192 (Pl.4), Hunterian MacDonald 7 (p.157),
McClean 6938, SNG Fitz. 3852,cf.S.2687), Good fine and
rare.
$200

Ex Romanorum, Canberra for all coins.

Ex BCD Collection with tickets and photos.

4045*
Peloponnesos, Achaia, Pellene, silver triobol or hemidrachm,
(c.330's-320's B.C.), (2.59 g), obv. laureate head of Apollo to
right, Λ lelow neck [Π]E behind head, rev. ΠΕΛ within laurel
wreath, with straight leaves tied at bottom, (S.2966, BCD
[LHS 96] 587 [same dies], BMC 3 = Traite 820 Pl.CCXXII,
24 [same dies], Weber 3977 [same dies]). Toned, weak in
places good fine and rare, with tickets.
$250

4049*
Bithynia, Kalchedon, (c.240-220 B.C.), silver tetradrachm,
(12.17 g), obv. veiled head of Demeter to right, wreathed in
corn, rev. naked Apollo seated to right, on omphalos, holding
arrow and bow, before ΔI, and behind ME monogram, weak
in exergue ΚΑΛΧ, (S.3746, SNG BMC Black Sea 133, BMC
19). Good fine/fine, some corrosion and chipping, otherwise
rare.
$300

Ex BCD Collection not in catalogues, acquired from Sotheby's London, 12th
May 1983 (lot 238 part).

4050
Mysia, Kyzikos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver hemiobol, (0.41
g), obv. forepart of running boar to left, tunny fish upwards
behind, rev. within incuse square a roaring lion head to left,
X before, (S.3851, BMC 123, SNG Cop. 49). Fine/very
fine, scarce.
$50

4046*
Peloponnesos, Sikyonia, Sikyon, silver drachm of Aeginetic
standard, 430-400 B.C., (5.75 g), obv. Dove alighting to
left, Σ below, E to left, rev. Dove flying to left, with open
wings above and below all within olive wreath, tied to
right.(S.2765, HGC 5, 206, BCD 174-178, [p.60-61], SNG
Cop.34 [Pl.1], BMC 26ff, Traite 764 [Pl.CCXX 1]). Fine
and rare.
$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 68 (lot 1885).

4051
Mysia, Kyzikos, (480-450 B.C.), silver hemiobol (0.38g) (cf.
S.3850, BMC 120); Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy XII, Neos
Dionysos, (80-51 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, Alexandria mint,
struck year 8 = 74-73 B.C., (13.42 g), obv. head of Ptolemy
to right with aegis, rev. eagle to left on thunderbolt with
closed wings, to left LH, to right ΠA, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ
ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, (cf.S.7946); Kingdom of, Ptolemy VI,
(180-145 B.C.), AE 27, tetrobol, issued 180-170 B.C.,
(21.34 g), Alexandria mint, obv. female head (Isis) to right,
with long curls, dotted border, rev. eagle to left with open
wings, standing on thunderbolt, around crude ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ
ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, to left monogram of ΠA, (S.7903). Good
- very fine. (3)
$100

Ex BCD Collection with ticket.

4047
Paphlagonia, Sinope, AE 20, (6.56 g), obv. Aegis with
Gorgon head in centre, rev. Nike to right holding palm.
(S.3709); Zeugitania, Carthage, AE 19, c.300-264 B.C., (5.08
g) obv. Tanit head left, rev. horse head right o below mouth,
(S.6526, SNG Cop. 152, M.286); Cilicia, Tarsos, (164-27
B.C.), (6.92 g), obv. turreted, draped, and veiled bust of Tyche
right, rev. pyre of Sandan, standing right on horned, winged
animal, all within a pyramidal monument set on garlanded
pediment and surmounted by eagle standing right, head left,
monogram to left, (cf.S.5672). Very fine. (3)
$100
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4052*
Mysia, Pergamon, (c.123-104 B.C.), silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, (12.50 g), obv. cista mystica containing serpent,
all within ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two coiled
serpents, to left monogram of ΠΕΡ, above monogram of
ΠA, to right serpent entwined thyrsus, (cf.S.3948, Kleiner
[ANSMN 23], Type 7, example in St.Petersburg, Pinder 101).
Off centred obverse, extremely fine and rare.
$300

4055*
Mysia, Pergamon, (c.85-76 B.C.), silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, (12.07 g), obv. cista mystica containing
serpent, all within ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two
coiled serpents, to left monogram of ΠΕΡ, above ΙΕ/ΠΡΥ
monogram, to right serpent entwined thyrsus, (cf.S.3948,
Kleiner [ANSMN 23], Type 34, Pinder 109). Toned, very
fine and scarce.
$200

4053*
Mysia, Pergamon, (c.123-104 B.C.), silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, (12.59 g), obv. cista mystica containing serpent,
all within ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two coiled
serpents, to left monogram of ΠΕΡ, above BO, to right
serpent entwined thyrsus, (cf.S.3948, Kleiner [ANSMN 23],
Type 10, example in Berlin, Pinder 94). About extremely
fine and rare.
$300

4056*
Aiolis, Cyme, (c.150 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.75 g),
obv. head of Amazon Cyme to right with hair bound with
ribbon, rev. horse pacing to right, one handled vase at feet,
all within laurel wreath, before ΚΥΜΑΙΩN, below in exergue
ΑΜΦΙΚΤΥΩΝ, (cf.S.4183, Oakley Issue 77 [ANSMN 27],
cf. BMC 83 [p.112]). Nearly extremely fine and a scarce
magistrate.
$750
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 78 (lot 5034).

4054*
Mysia, Pergamon, (c.123-104 B.C.), silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, (12.19 g), obv. cista mystica containing serpent,
all within ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two coiled
serpents, to left monogram of ΠΕΡ, above BO, to right
serpent entwined thyrsus, (cf.S.3948, Kleiner [ANSMN 23],
Type 10, example in Berlin, Pinder 94, SNG von Aulock
7467). Very fine and rare.
$200

4057*
Aiolis, Myrina, (after 165 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.82
g), obv. laureate head of Apollo of Grynion to right, rev.
Apollo of Grynion standing to right, holding phiale and
laurel branch, omphalos and amphora at feet, monogram
behind, also ΜΥΡΙΝΑΙΩΝ, all within laurel wreath, (cf.
S.4216, ANSMN 30 Sacks 17.8 [same obverse die], BMC
-). Broad flan and bright, nearly extremely fine/very fine
and very scarce.
$900

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 78 (lot 5032) and previously from
Glendining's, London, December 8, 1981 (lot 64).

Ex CNG Electronic Auction Sale 85 (lot 16) March 17, 2004.
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4061*
Caria, Caunos (Kaunos), uncertain ruler, (c.490-470 B.C.),
silver stater, (11.55 g), obv. Iris with curved wings and
outstretched hands in kneeling-running position to right,
rev. rough triangular shape on crude incuse square, (S.-,
Koray Konuk "The Early Coinage of Kaunos" in Essays
Price, No.14, [similar dies to obv. 12, rev.11, 2 known,
Pl.47], Hyla Troxell "Winged Carians" in Essays Thompson,
cf.No.10 [similar dies], Giessener Munzhandlung Sale 96 7
June 1999 [lot 195 same dies]). Off centred slightly on the
reverse, very dark tone, otherwise nearly very fine and a very
rare pair of dies.
$400

4058*
Ionia, Heraclea ad Latmun, (after 150-145 B.C.), tetradrachm
(stephanophoros), (16.91 g), obv. helmeted head of Athena
to right, wearing triple-crested Athenian helmet, adorned in
front with foreparts of five horses, behind raised cheekpiece
with Pegasus running and at back with tendril, also with
triple-pendant ear-ring and pearl necklace, rev. oak-wreath
enclosing club, above ΗΡΑΚΛΕΩΤΩΝ, below Nike standing
to left holding wreath all between two monograms ΣΚΑ
and ΩΔΙΡ, (cf.S.4453, SNG Lockett 2823 [Pl.XLIX], Pozzi
Collection [lot 2452]). Lightly toned, weak in places on the
reverse, otherwise nearly extremely fine, rare.
$2,500

The attribution of these annonymous archaic coins has been given to Kaunos
by Konuk. In a detailed argument on the reading of the Carian script on the
later issues of similar type to this archaic issue. The dies used on this coin
are very different to those noted by Konuk.

Ex Noble Numismatics, purchased privately April 1, 2003.
The city of Heraclea, situated at the head of the Latmic Gulf about fifteen
miles east of Miletus, was best known for a cave which was regarded as the
tomb of Endymion. Heraclea joined with other Ionian and Aeolian cities
in the issue of "stephanophori" around 160-150 B.C., its issue being much
smaller. Heraclea's obverse type for these broad flanned tetradrachms seems
borrowed from the New Style coinage of Athens. The club on the reverse is
a symbol of Heraclea, the city's namesake.

4062*
Caria, Caunos (Kaunos), uncertain ruler, (c. 490-470 B.C.),
silver stater, (11.78 g), obv. Iris with curved wings and
outstretched hands in kneeling-running position to right,
head to left, rev. rough triangular shape on crude incuse
square, (S.-, Koray Konuk "The Early Coinage of Kaunos"
in Essays Price, cf. No.4 and 5, [similar dies of obv. 4 and 5
and rev.2, Pl.47, 3-4, cf. Hyla Troxell "Winged Carians" in
Essays Thompson, No.4 [similar dies, Pl.31]). Dumpy flan,
nearly very fine and very rare.
$200

4059*
Ionia, Miletos, (c.550-525 B.C.), silver twelfth stater, (1.08
g), obv. forepart of lion and legs to left, rev. star ornament
within incuse square, (S.3533, BMC 22ff, SNG Kayhan 476);
another, (1.02 grams), (S.3533, BMC 22ff, SNG Kayhan
483). Toned, very fine. (2)
$150

See comment on the previous lot.

Ex Forvm Ancient Coins with ticket.

4063*
Caria, Mylasa, (c. 170-130 B.C.), silver drachm (2.08 g),
Rhodian standard, obv. facing head of Helios, to lower left
an eagle standing right, rev. rose with buds to left and right;
Ξ−Α/Θ-A in two lines flanking rose, (cf.S.5090, Ashton
[NC 1992], Mylasa 263 (A95/P206), Sheridan ANSMN
18 [1972] 121 (same dies), SNG Keckman -, SNG Cop. -).
Good very fine.
$250

4060*
Ionia, Teos, silver diobol, 320-294 B.C., (0.88 g), Dioches
magistrate, obv. Griffin seated to right on base line,
with pointed wings, left foreleg raised, rev. chelys, to left
downwards ΔIOYXHΣ, THI above, (S.-. Kinns 96 rev.2 [PhD
Thesis], Mionnet Sup.VI, 1895 [(p.377 for same magistrate]),
Hirsch Sale No.21 Weber Colln. No.3005 [(p.206]). About
extremely fine and very rare.
$250
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4067*
Lycia, Lycian Dynasts, uncertain ruler but attributed to
Khinakha, (c.500-460 B.C.), silver stater, (9.87 g), Xanthos
mint?, obv. Pegasos to right on round shield, Lycian "kh"
below, rev. triskeles monogram within dotted incuse circle
with dot and Lycian monogram, (S.-, cf.SNG Von Aulock
4090 [same obverse die], cf.ACNAC Rosen 719 [attributes
it to Khinakha based on an obverse letter "Kh" or "Khin"],
Babelon Traite Pl.XCV No.5, cf.SNG Berry 1172 [same
obverse die], Giessener Munzhandlung Sale 90, lot 405 [same
dies]). Very fine/good very fine and rare.
$200

4064*
Caria, Carian Islands, Rhodes, (c.125-100 B.C., [Jenkins
chronology]), silver drachm, (3.07 g), obv. radiate head of
Helios to right, hair loose, rev. P O either side of rose with
bud on right, to right a sunrise, above magistrate ΑΝΤΑΙΟΣ
(cf.S.5064, Jenkins, G.K., Kraay Morkholm Essays Group D,
No.128). Bright, as struck, good extremely fine and rare.
$800
Ex Classical Numismatic Group.

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 79 (lot 3470).
Xanthus has been suggested as the likely mint for this and related issues (See
G.K. Jenkins, "Recent acquisitions of Greek Coins by the British Museum",
NC 1959, p.33). However this may be questioned, since this stater and all
the related pieces in the SNG Berry, ACNAC Rosen and SNG Von Aulock
all fall clearly into the heavy weight classification. Morkholm has in "The
Classification of Lycian coins before Alexander the Great" (JNG 1964, pp
65ff), assembled evidence indicating that Xanthus was the home of the light
standard and the heavy standard circulated in Central Lycia. That standard
cannot be identified with any in use outside Lycia. The letter on the obverse
represents a "kh", the initial letter of the dynast's name. The triskeles on the
reverse is a solar symbol and a distinctive Lycian emblem connected with the
national deity, Apollo. A most interesting coin bearing Lycian script.

4065*
Caria, Carian Islands, Rhodes, (175-170 B.C.), PseudoRhodian issue in Thessaly, silver drachm, (2.50 g), obv.
head of Helios three-quarter face to right with hair loose,
rev. rose, with bud on right, above AINHTΩR, butterfly to
left, P O across (cf.S.5092, SNG Keckman (Finland) 587).
Extremely fine and very scarce.
$500
Ex Gorny & Mosch, Auction Sale 118, October 15, 2002 (lot 1280).

4068*
Pamphylia, Aspendos, (385-380 B.C.), silver stater, (9.99 g),
obv. two naked athletes as wrestlers grasping each other by
the hands, L- monogram between, dotted border, rev. slinger
advancing to right about to discharge his sling, triskeles
before, behind ΕΣΤΦΕΔΙΥ, club before, all within dotted
circle, (S.5399, SNG France 115 [Pl.5]). Toned, several small
flan cracks, and some find corrosion, otherwise good very
fine and very scarce.
$350

4066*
Lycia, Lycian Dynasts, uncertain ruler but attributed to
Khinakha, (c.500-460 B.C.), silver stater, (9.85 g), Xanthos
mint?, obv. Pegasos to right on round shield, Lycian "kh"
below, rev. triskeles monogram within dotted incuse circle
with dot and Lycian monogram, (S.-, cf.SNG Von Aulock
4090 [same obverse die], cf.ACNAC Rosen 719 [attributes
it to Khinakha based on an obverse letter "Kh" or "Khin"],
Babelon Traite Pl.XCV No.5, cf.SNG Berry 1172 [same
obverse die], Giessener Munzhandlung Sale 90, lot 405 [same
dies]). Nearly extremely fine and very rare.
$400

Ex Allan Sutherland Collection and previously from Wayte Raymond, New
York with his packets.

See note below on the next lot.

4069*
Pamphylia, Aspendos, (370-330 B.C.), silver stater, (10.78 g),
obv. two naked athletes as wrestlers grasping each other by
the hands, KI between, rev. slinger advancing to right about
to discharge his sling, triskeles before, behind ΕΣΤΦΕΔΙΙΥΣ,
all within square dotted square, (S.5398, SNG von Aulock
4557, SNG France 3, 104, BMC 45-47). Toned, good very
fine or better, and rare.
$250
Ex Colosseum Coin Exchange, NJ with their ticket and Noble Numismatics
Sale 86 (lot 3319).
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4073
Phoenicia, Sidon, Time of Baalshallim I-Ba'ana, (c.B.C. 425402), silver eighth shekel (0.75 g), obv. galley in front of three
city towers, lion below, rev. King of Persia standing right,
drawing bow, incuse head of Bes to left, incuse head of goat
or ibex to right, (S.5933, Elayi & Elayi 362-448, Betlyon 9,
BMC 14 [p.142]). Toned, very fine and scarce for issue.
$150

4070*
Cilicia, Aegeae, Hadrian. (117-138 AD). Silver tetradrachm
(13.80 g), Year 180 = 133/134 AD. obv. around AYTOKP
KAIΣ - TP[AIA AΔPIANOΣEB], laureate, cuirassed bust
right, seen from front, rev. around AIΓΕΑΙΩΝ [ΕΤΟ]ΥΣ ΠΡ
eagle standing front, head right, on harpe, goat in exergue,
(cf.S.1218, Lorber Michaels (Quaderni Ticinesi, 2007) No.90
(Obv.4, rev.8), (p.226-7, Pl.IX-XI [p.239-241], No.354 [This
Coin], Prieur 721, SNG Levante 1719). Toned, off centred
reverse, very fine and rare.
$650

Ex CNG Electronic Auction 170, Aug. 8, 2007, (lot 122). Paul Naster,
"La technique des revers partiellement incus de monnaies ph niciennes", in
ANS Centennial Publication, pp.503-511, details the unique employment
of combined bas relief and incuse components on coins of Arados, Byblos,
Sidon and Tyre, seemingly influenced by Egyptian sculptural technique.

4074*
Phoenicia, Tyre, (c. 2nd century B.C. - 1st century A.D.),
silver shekel or tetradrachm, (14.20 g), Tyre mint, issued year
174 = 48-49 A.D., obv. laureate head of Melqarth beardless
to right, rev. eagle to left with closed wings, carrying a palm,
standing on prow of ship, club to left, also to left [P]OΔ,
KP and monogram in right field, around ΤΥΡΟΥ ΙΕΡΑΣ
[ΚΑΙ ΑΣΥΛΟΥ], (S.5918, BMC 209, H.1618 [817]). Nearly
extremely fine and scarce.
$500

4071*
Syria, Kingdom of, Antiochos II, (261-246 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.45 g), Series I, Seleucia on Tigris mint, issued
261-256 B.C., obv. diademed head of Antiochus I to right,
dotted border, rev. Apollo seated left on omphalos, holding
arrow and bow, on right ΒΑΣΙΛΕΟΣ, to left ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ,
to left and right monograms, (cf.S.6886, SC 587.1c, Newell
ESM 180, SNG Spaer 385-6, Hunter 20). High relief, harshly
cleaned, otherwise good fine and scarce.
$200
Newell notes a total of 8 tetradrachms of this type two in public
collections.

4075*
Phoenicia, Tyre, (c.2nd century B.C. - 1st century A.D.), silver
half shekel or didrachm, (5.68 g), [Tyre] Jerusalem mint,
issued 38-39 A.D., obv. laureate head of Melqarth beardless
to right, rev. eagle to left with closed wings, carrying palm,
standing on prow of ship, club to left, to left [Ρ]ΞΔ ( = 164
= 38-39 A.D.], to right K P over monogram BM, Phoenician
letter between legs, around [ΤΥΡΟΥ ΙΕΡΑΣ ΚΑΙ ΑΣΥΛΟΥ],
(S.5921, BMC 240, H.1621). Small flan, good fine and a
rare date.
$250

4072*
Syria, Kingdom of, Antiochos VIII, (121-96 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.34 g), Damascus mint, first reign, issued
118-117 B.C., obv. diademed head of Antiochos VIII to right,
fillet border, rev. Zeus Uranius with crescent above standing
to left, holding star and sceptre, on right ΒΑΣΙΛΕΟΣ and
ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ and to left ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ, to left A/B over HΔ
monogram, in exergue date EqP = 195 = 118-7 B.C., (cf.
S.7143, SC 2323.5, SNG Israel I (Spaer) 2650). With original
hoard patination, good very fine and scarce.
$250

These half shekels were issued from 126 BCE (Before Common Era) to the
time of the First Jewish War in 69-70 CE (Common Era) on a very consistent,
yearly basis. The Jewish people had to pay an annual tax to the Jerusalem
Temple that was only payable in the money of Tyre. The shekels and half
shekels of Tyre were widely available in the region and were well known
for their good silver content and accurate weight. When Jewish pilgrims
came to the Jerusalem Temple from other parts of the Greek and Roman
world, they found money changers set up in the temple court competitively
advertising exchange rates for the locally accepted Shekels. The method of
advertising was a loud voice. It was this loud commercial activity that Jesus
found offensive, when he threw over the tables of the merchants and expelled
them from the Temple. The half shekel tribute was the amount every Jewish
male over the age of 20 was obliged to pay.
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4080*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraates IV, (c.38-2 B.C.) silver
drachm, (3.65 g), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size bust
wearing a diadem to left with short beard, eagle behind head,
star above crescent before head, rev. archer seated right on
throne, seven line inscription, monogram ΑΓΤ, (cf.S.7474,
Sellwood 54.7, Shore 297). Toned, extremely fine.
$120

4076*
Phoenicia, Tyre, (c.2nd century B.C. - 1st century A.D.),
silver half shekel or didrachm, (6.39 g), [Tyre] Jerusalem
mint, issued 38-39 A.D., obv. laureate head of Melqarth
beardless to right, rev. eagle to left with closed wings,
carrying palm, standing on prow of ship, club to left, to left
ΡΞΔ ( = 164 = 38-39 A.D.], to right K P over monogram
ΚΣ, Phoenician letter between legs, around [ΤΥΡΟΥ ΙΕΡΑΣ
ΚΑΙ ΑΣΥΛΟΥ], (S.5921, BMC 240, H.1621). Small flan,
fine and a rare date.
$150

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 100 (lot 3519).

4081*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vardanes I, (c.A.D. 40-45), silver
drachm, (3.54 g), Ecbatana mint, obv. large size bust wearing
a diadem to left with short pointed beard, hair in three waves,
rev. archer seated right on throne, seven line inscription,
monogram AT and dot, (S.5788, Sellwood 64.31, Shore
353). Extremely fine.
$120

4077*
Arabia Petraea, Petra, Hadrian, (117-138 A.D.), AE 25 (13.00
g). obv. laureate bust to right of Hadrian wearing cuirass
ornamented with Gorgoneion, around [AVTOKPATWP
KAICAP TPAI]ANOC AΔPIANOC CEBACTOC, rev. Tyche
(City Goddess seated left, holding trophy with extended
arm, around ΠETPA MHT POΠΟΛIC, (S.-, BMC 3 [p.34],
Rosenberger 2 (p.61), Spijkerman 2 [p.220-1], SNG ANS
1360-3 [Pl.97]). Good fine, very rare.
$150
Ex Dr Jonathan A. Herbst Collection, Superior Auctions, December 8,
1995 (lot 1557).

4082*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vologases III, (A.D. 105-147), silver
drachm, (3.73 g), Ecbatana mint, obv. bust to left with
pointed beard, wearing diadem, rev. archer enthroned to
right, seven line inscription, AT dot below bow, (cf.S.5831,
Sellwood 78.3, Shore 413). Lightly toned, extremely fine.
$120

4078*
Persian Imperial Coinage, Darius I, (521-486 B.C.), silver
siglos, (5.28 g), issued 500-485 B.C., obv. king as bearded
archer kneeling to right with bow and arrow, rev. oblong
incuse punch, (S.3428, Carradice Type II, 12-13). Dark tone,
nearly very fine and rare.
$200

4083*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Osroes II, (c.A.D. 190), silver drachm,
(3.85 g), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size bust wearing a
tiara with pellets attached, to left with triangular pointed
long beard, rev. archer seated right on throne represented as a
Λ, four line inscription, monogram Π, pellet above bow, (cf.
S.5866, Sellwood 85.2, Shore 438). Toned, extremely fine.
$120

4079*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Gotarzes I, (c.95-87 B.C.), silver
drachm, (4.10 g), Ecbatana mint, obv. bust to left with beard,
wearing a tiara with horn in centre, torque ends in dot rev.
archer seated to right on throne, five line inscription, (cf.
S.7394, Sellwood 33.1, Shore 110). Toned, extremely fine
and scarce.
$150
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4087
Sasanian King, Peroz (Firuz I), (459-484), silver drachm,
GD =Jay mint, (4.02 g), obv. bust to right with crown or
headress of two turrets and a globe, crescent before or two
wings instead, name in outer margin, rev. fire altar with two
attendants facing the altar with flames only above the altar,
(Sellwood 48); Thrace, The Thracian Cherronesos (Cardia?),
(400-350 B.C.), silver hemidrachm, (1.38 g), obv. forepart
of lion right, head looking back, rev. quadripartite square,
two pellets diagonally opposite (cf.S.1603, SNG Cop. 825,
BMC Thrace 8). First bright and very fine, second of very
light weight, nearly very fine. (2)
$60

4084*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vologases VI, (c.A.D. 208-228),
silver drachms, (3.55 g), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size
bust wearing a tiara with neckflap, I) behind tiara, to left
with pointed long beard, rev. archer seated right on throne
represented, Π below, four line inscription, (cf.S.5876,
Sellwood 88.18, Shore 456). Toned, extremely fine.
$120

4085*
Sasanian King, Ardashir, I (A.D. 224-242), silver drachm,
type III, (4.15 g), obv. legend around, "The Mazda
worshipper, the divine Ardashir, the king of kings of Iran who
is descended from the Gods" in Pahlavi, bearded crowned
bust of king to right, rev. "Fire of Ardashir" in Pahlavi, fire
altar with ribbons no attendants, legend around, (Sellwood
type III, No.10, Paruck 37, Gobl III/2/2, Alram 673, M.789).
Toned, very fine, scarce.
$200

4088*
Sasanian King, Khusru II (A.D. 590-628), silver drachm,
year 38, AM (Amol) mint (4.13 g), obv. bust to right with
crown, name in outer margin, rev. fire altar with attendants,
(cf.Sellwood 65, Gobl 212, cf.M.1141); Arab-Sassanian,
silver hemidrachm of the Ispahbads of Tabaristan, Prototype
coinage of these Ispahbads, Independent ruler, Farroxan (PYE
72-79, A.H. 93-110, A.D. 711-728), year 75 (A.D.714),
(2.09 g), (A.50, cf.M.274, W.b [p.130, Pl.XXIII,b]). Both,
extremely fine. (2)
$100

Ardashir to consolidate his hold over his newly-won territories, for which
he took the title "King of Kings of Iran and non-Iran," and to legitimize his
seizure of the throne, he married one of the Arsacid princesses. Moreover,
he now claimed descent from the Persian king Darius, and sought to recreate
the great Achaemenid empire of the past. In 230 AD, he invaded the Roman
province of Syria, and threatened Armenia and Cappadocia, forcing the
young emperor, Severus Alexander, who earlier had tried to prevent war
by diplomatic means, to fight. The two armies met in 232 AD, in a battle
in which both sides sustained such heavy losses that each was compelled to
withdraw. Although not a victory, the removal of the Roman forces allowed
Ardashir to consolidate his new holdings in Armenia. Upon his death in 240
AD, Ardashir had established a new and significant threat in the Roman east,
one that son, and successor, Shahpur I, would make real.

4089*
Characene, Kingdom of, Attambelos II, (30/29 B.C. - A.D.
5/6), base silver tetradrachm, (14.01 g), uncertain date,
obv. diademed bearded head of Attambelos II to right,
rev. Herakles with club seated to left, on right trace of
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, and ATTAM[B..], and to left ΣΩΤΗΡ ..ΛΙΕΥΕ,
to left above a monogram, (S.6184, BMC 5). Porous surface,
fine and rare symbols in the field.
$150

4086*
Sasanian King, Yazdgard II, (A.D. 438-457), silver drachm,
(3.87 g), obv. bust to right with crown, name in outer margin,
rev. fire altar, Yazdkarti navaki, uncertain mint, (Sellwood 47,
Gobl 160, Paruck Pl.XIII, 14, M.971). Good very fine.
$100
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and cuirassed bust of Claudius II to right, around AVT K
ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟ C CEB, rev. L Γ across, eagle standing to right,
head left, holding wreath in beak, (cf.S.11423, cf.BMC 2334,
cf.Milne 4287, cf.Koln 3046). Poor - good very fine, the last
rare as a lead copy and unpublished. (3)
$200
Ex Pat Boland collection with detailed collector's packets.

4090*
Baktria, Kingdom of, Eucratides I, (170-145 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.73 gm), obv. pith helmeted head of
Eucratides to right with dotted border ornamented with
bull's horn and ear, rev. the Dioskouroi on horseback
prancing to right, each holding spear and palm, monogram of
HΔΤΜ, in exergue ΕΥΚΡΑΤΙΔΟΥ, around above ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ
ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ, (cf.S.7570. Mitchiner 1.177.ee, Bopearachchi
Series 6E, SNG ANS 465). Extremely fine in high relief,
bright, piece out of edge, a scarce variant.
$1,200

4093*
Mauretania, Juba II (25 B.C. - A.D. 23), silver denarius,
issued 16-17 A.D., (2.95 g), obv. diademed head of king
Juba to right, around REX JUBA, rev. crocodile to left, above
BACIΛIC[CA], below ΚΑΕΟΠΑΤΡ, dotted border, (S.6004,
cf.MAA pg. 417, 104; Mazard 343; SNG Cop.592 [same
reverse die]). Attractive nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 78 (lot 5086).

Juba II was born about 50 BC, the son of King Juba of Numidia who lost
his kingdom and his life following Caesar's victory over the Pompeians at
Thapsus (46 BC). The child was brought to Rome to adorn the dictator's
triumph and then remained in the capital where he received a good education
and was later granted Roman citizenship. During this time he became a close
friend of Octavian who was thirteen years his senior. In 25 BC Octavian,
now Rome's first emperor under the name of Augustus, granted his friend
Juba the North African Kingdom of Mauretania which had been annexed
by the Romans following the death of Bocchus III in 33. About five years
later Juba II married the 20-year-old Cleopatra Selene, daughter of Mark
Antony and Queen Cleopatra VII of Egypt, who had been brought up by the
emperor's sister, Octavia, following her parents' suicide in Alexandria in 30
BC. Their rule over Mauretania was benevolent, and quite prosperous. Juba
survived to an advanced age and was eventually succeeded by Ptolemy, his
son by Cleopatra Selene, in 23 AD.

4091
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy IV, (221-205 B.C.), AE 33
hemidrachm, (35.79 g), Alexandria mint, issued 221-205
B.C., obv. diademed head of Zeus Ammon to right, rev. eagle
to left with closed wings, standing on thunderbolt, in front
cornucopiae, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, between
legs ΔI monogram, (cf.S.7814, Sv.1127, SNG Cop. 202,
Pitchfork 50); other Greek coins include Sasanian drachm
(VF); Rhodes, didrachm (VG); Egypt, billon tetradrachms
of Maximianus and Probus; Palestine, procurator issues
of Pontius Pilate and Porcius Festus, (H.1341, 1351) and
Antioch large bronze of Philip II, rev. Tyche head right,
(S.4147). Mostly fine unless noted. (8)
$150

part

4094*
Ancient Greek Provincial, including Syria, Seleucis and
Pieria, Antiochia ad Orontem, Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249251 B.C.), billon tetradrachm, (11.09 g), obv. laureate bust
right of Trajan Decius, draped and cuirassed as seen from
behind, around AVTK Γ MEKU TPAIANOC ΔEKIOC CEB,
rev. eagle open wings, head to left with wreath, around,
ΔΗΜΑΡΧ ΕΞΟΥCIAC, S C in exergue, (cf.S.4209, Prieur
576); Egypt, Alexandria, Commodus (A.D. 177-192),
billon tetradrachm, year 30 = A.D. 189-190, (9.64 g), obv.
Commodus laureate head to right, around Μ Α ΚΟΜ ΑΝΤΩ
CEB [EVCEB], rev. Selene head to left, to right L Λ, (cf.
S.2068, SNG Cop.582, Milne 2686, Koln 2252) (illustrated);
other billon tetradrachms of Claudius II and Maximian; a
Pontius Pilate, under Tiberius, (A.D. 26-36), copper prutah,
(2.06 g), obv. three bound ears of barley, partial legend
around, rev. libation ladle (simpulum) traces of legend and
date around, date LIS (year 16 = A.D.29), (S.5622, H. 1341)
and a Byzantine follis of Justinian I, Nicomedia mint, (S.198).
Very good - very fine. (6)
$120

part

4092*
Roman provincial, Egypt, Alexandria, Gallienus, (A.D. 253268), billon tetradrachm, year 13 = A.D. 265-266, (8.86
g), obv. laureate draped and cuirassed bust of Gallienus to
right, around AVT K Π ΛΙΚ ΓΑΛΛΙΗΝ OC CEB, rev. Nike
standing facing, head left, holding wreath and palm, date Λ
ΙΓ to left and right, (Milne 4117.8.74, Dattari 5253, Geissen
2931); Claudius II, (A.D. 268-270), billon tetradrachm, year
2 = A.D. 269-270, (12.13 g), obv. laureate and cuirassed
bust of Claudius II to right, around AVT K ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟ C
CEB, rev. L B across, eagle standing to right, holding wreath
in beak, palm branch behind, (Milne 4276, Dattari 5412,
BMC 2355); Claudius II, contemporary lead copy of a billon
tetradrachm, year 3 = A.D. 270-271, (10.152 g), obv. laureate
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4095*
Anonymous Series, (shortly after 211 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (4.06 g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, X
behind, rev. Dioscuri to right, ROMA in linear frame, (S.38,
Cr.44/5, Syd.140). Nearly very fine.
$80

4098*
L. Antestius Gragulus, (136 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.75 g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, * below chin,
GRAG behind, rev. Jupiter in quadriga to right, L.ANTES
(ANTE as a monogram) below, ROMA in exergue, (S.115,
Cr.238/1, Syd.451, RSC Antestia 9). Lightly toned, nearly
very fine.
$80

4096
Anonymous Series, (c.211-206 B.C.), Rome mint, AE uncia,
(6.21 g), obv. helmeted head of Roma to right, pellet behind,
rev. prow right, corn-ear and ROMA above, pellet below,
(S.1310, Cr.72.9); Byzantine, Justinian I, (A.D. 527-565), AE
follis, Constantinople mint, (19.02 g) issued year 17 = A.D.
543-4, officina E, obv. Justinian bust facing, DN IVSTINI
ANVS PP AVC, rev. M, year X/U/II, CON in exergue, (S.163,
DOC.43e, BMC -, T.119, R.-); Leo VI, (A.D. 886-912) with
Alexander, AE follis, Constantinople mint, (6.17 g), obv. Leo
VI and Alexander seated facing, legend around, rev. legend
in four lines naming Leo and Alexander, (S.1730, DOC 6,
BMC 11-2, R.1875). Fine - good very fine. (3)
$100

A new mark for the value is used on this coinage for the first time. It resembles
a star but is probably XVI as a monogram.

4099*
M. Opimius, (131 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.77 g),
obv. Roma helmeted head right, * below chin, wreath behind,
rev. Apollo in biga to right, M.OPEIMI below, ROMA in
exergue, (S.130, Cr.254/1, Syd.475, RSC Opimia 16). Well
centred on obverse and reverse, otherwise attractively light
tone, extremely fine and very scarce.
$200

4097
Cn. Calpurnius, (189-180 B.C.), Rome mint, (3.12 g), Rome
mint, obv. head of Roma right X behind, rev. Dioscuri to
right, CN CALP below, ROMA in exergue, (S.64, Cr.153/1,
Syd. 348); M. Papirius Carbo, (c.122 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.69 g), obv. head of Roma to right, laurelbranch behind, X under chin, rev. Jupiter in quadriga to right,
M.CARBO below, ROMA in exergue, (S.151, Cr.276/1,
Syd.423); Mark Antony, (32-31 B.C.), silver denarius, mint
moving with Mark Antony, (3.21 g), obv. praetorian galley
to right with rowers etc., around [ANT AVG] III VIR.
R.P.C., rev. legionary eagle between two standards, uncertain
III below, (cf.S.1479, Cr.544, RSC Mark Antony 27-65);
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), silver denarius, Emerita mint,
issued 25-23 B.C. by Publius Carisius, (3.44 g), obv. bare
head of Augustus to left around IMP CAESAR AVGVST,
rev. circular city wall with EMERITA inscribed above gate,
around P CARISI VS [LEG] PRO [PR]. (S.1627, RIC 230,
C.398, BMC 291). Fair - nearly very fine, most with faults.
(4)
$100

Ex Classical Numismatic Group.

4100*
M. Opimius, (131 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.80
g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, * below chin, tripod
behind, rev. Apollo in biga to right, M.OPEIMI below,
ROMA in exergue, (S.130, Cr.254/1, Syd.475, RSC Opimia
16). Edge cut on reverse, otherwise attractive good very fine
and very scarce.
$120

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 67 (lot 1783 part) for the second coin.

4101*
M. Vargunteius, (130 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.70 g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, * below, M. VARG
behind, rev. Jupiter in slow quadriga to right, holding branch
and thunderbolt, ROMA in exergue, (S.133, Cr.257/1,
Syd.507). Cut in edge, very fine and scarce.
$100
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4102*
M. Caecilius, Q.f. Q.n. Metellus, (127 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.71 g), obv. Roma helmeted head right, *
below chin, ROMA downwards behind, rev. Macedonian
shield on which is an elephant's head, all within wreath,
M.METELLVS Q.F. around, (S.139, Cr.263/1b, Syd.480a).
Very fine and scarce.
$140

4107*
Lucius Caesius, (112-111 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.91 g),
obv. youthful bust of Apollo/Jupiter to left viewed from
behind, hurling a thunderbolt, AP monogram behind, rev. the
two Lares Praestites seated to right, each with sceptre, dog
between them monograms LA to left RE to right, [L] CAESI
in the exergue, head of Vulcan and tongs above, (S.175,
Cr.298/1, Syd.564, B.Caesia 1). Good very fine and rare.
$250

Only 44 obverse dies were used for this coinage according to Crawford.

4103*
Q. Minucius Rufus, (c.122 B.C.), silver denarius (3.92 g),
obv. Roma helmeted head to right, X below chin, RVF
behind, rev. Dioscuri to right, Q. MINV below, ROMA in
exergue, (S.152, Cr.277/1, Syd.421, RSC Minucia 1). Bright,
otherwise nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$200

4108*
C. Claudius Pulcher, (110-109 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.83 g), obv. Roma helmeted head to right, rev. Victory
in biga to right, C.PVLCHER in exergue, (S.177, Cr.300/1,
Syd.569, RSC Claudia 1). Toned, very fine.
$120

Ex Classical Numismatic Group.
This coin marks the final appearance of the traditional Dioscuri reverse type
for the denarius introduced 90 years before.

The reverse relates to an ancestral victory over the Istrians and Ligurians
in 177 B.C.

4104
M. Furius, L.f. Philus, (c.119 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.68 g), obv. laureate head of Janus, around M.FOVRI.
L.F, rev. Roma standing left erecting trophy, ROMA to right,
[PHIL] monogram in exergue, (S.156, Cr.281/1, Syd.529,
RSC Furia 18). Bright, very fine, scarce.
$100
4109*
M. Herennius, (108-107 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.71 g), obv. Piety head to right, behind PIETAS,
rev. Catanaean running right bearing father on shoulders,
M.HERENNI on left, control mark C. to right, (S.185,
Cr.308/1b, Syd.567a, RSC Herennia 1a). Lightly pitted,
otherwise very fine.
$120

4105*
C. Fabius, L.Roscius and Q.Marcius, (118-7 B.C.), silver
denarius, (3.74 g), Rome mint, obv. Roma head to right,
* behind, rev. Victory in quadriga to right, ROMA below
horses. [C] F L R [Q M] in exergue, (S.159 note, B.Fabia 13,
Cr.283/1b, Syd.541b). Good fine and a rare variant.
$70

This piece commemorates the exploits of the Catanian brothers Amphinomus
and Anapis who famously carried their parents to safety during an ancient
eruption of Mount Etna.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 52 (lot 2225).

4110*
L. Scipio Asiagenus, (c.106 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.78 g),
obv. Jupiter laureate head to left, dotted border, rev. Jupiter
in quadriga to right, L.SCIP.ASIAG in exergue, E below,
(S.188, Cr.311/1c, Syd.576, RSC Cornelia 24). Serrated
edge, good very fine.
$150

4106*
C. Fonteius, (114-113 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.05 g), obv.
Janus head, F in left field, [*] to right, rev. galley with pilot
and three rowers, C.FONT ligated above, RO[MA] in
exergue, (S.167, Cr.290/1, Syd.555, RSC Fonteia 1). Cut on
reverse, otherwise very fine or better.
$120
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4114*
C. Poblicius Malleolus, (c.96 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.85 g), obv. Mars helmeted head to right, * below
chin, rev. naked warrior or hero standing to left, holding
spear, right foot on cuirass, trophy before, C.MAL before
(AL ligated), prow below letters, grasshoper above, (S.216,
Cr.335/3c, Syd.615a, Poblicia 6). Toned, nearly very fine,
gouging mark in field on reverse, rare.
$150

4111*
L. Julius L.f. Caesar, (c.103 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (2.51 g), obv. Mars helmeted head to left, CAESAR
behind, rev. Venus Genetrix, in biga to left, lyre before, E
above, L.IVLI.L.F. in exergue, (S.198, Cr.320/1, Syd.593).
Short on flan, nearly very fine and scarce.
$100

Ex Bruce R. Brace Collection. Interesting late revival of the denarius mark
of value.

4115*
L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, (90 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.75 g), obv. Apollo laureate head to right, uncertain
symbols behind, C before, rev. naked horseman galloping to
right holding palm, L.PISO FRVGI/ROMA, dagger above,
sceptre below, (S.235, Cr.340/1, RSC Calpurnia 12a). Very
fine/good fine, a scarce sub type.
$120

4112*
C. Fabius C.f. Hadrianus, (c.102 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.82 g), obv. Veiled and turreted head of
Cybele to right, N and three dots behind, rev. Victory in
biga to right, bird below, C.FABI C.F. in exergue, (S.200,
Cr.322/1a, Syd.589). Minor scratch in obverse field,
otherwise attractively toned on a broad flan, very fine - good
very fine and rare.
$140
Ex Noble Numismatics, sale 65, lot 1895. Ex Hans Schulman, New York
auction, February 14, 1958 (lot 2095).

4116*
L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, (90 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.82 g), obv. laureate head of Apollo to right, anchor
with dot behind, rev. horseman galloping to right, L PISO
FRVGI over F in exergue, club above, (S.235, B.Calpurnia
11, Cr.340/1). Nearly very fine.
$80

This piece forms part of an exceptional issue by the state in 102 B.C.,
possibly as a reaction to the influence of Gaius Marius whose prestige was
at its height at that time.

4113*
L. Pomponius Molo, (c.97 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.64 g), obv. Apollo laureate head to right, L.POMPON
Q.F. behind, MOLO before, rev. Numa Pompilius standing
to right before altar about to sacrifice a goat held by youth,
NVMA POMPIL ligated in exergue, (S.214, Cr.334/1,
Syd.607). Nearly very fine and rare.
$120

4117*
Gargilius, Ogulnius and Vergilius, (c.86 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.78 g), obv. Jupiter (or Apollo Vejovis) head
to right, with oak wreath, thunderbolt below, rev. Jupiter in
quadriga to right, (S.266, Cr.350A/2, Syd.723, RSC i) 226).
Toned, very fine and scarce.
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics, sale 62, (lot 2342) and previously from Christie's
London, October 13, 1992 (lot 631 part). The moneyer here makes an
ambitious claim to descent from Pompo, one of the sons of Numa Pompilius
who is shown sacrificing to Apollo.

4118*
C. Licinius L.f.Macer, (84 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.61 g), obv. diademed bust of Apollo to left, viewed from
behind, brandishing a thunderbolt, rev. Minerva in quadriga
to right, [C L]ICINIVS L F / [MA]CER in exergue, (S.274,
Cr.354/1, Syd.732, B.Licinia 16). Toned, nearly very fine.
$120

LOT 4114
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4123*
L. Cornelius Sulla and L. Manlius Torquatus, (c.82 B.C.),
silver denarius, mint moving with Sulla, (3.92 g), obv. Roma
helmeted head to right, L. MANLI before, [PRO Q] behind,
rev. Sulla in walking quadriga to right, crowned by Victory
above, L.SVLLA IM in exergue, (S.286, Cr.367/1, Syd.757).
Dark tone, good very fine and very scarce.
$350

4119*
P. Furius Crassipes, (c.84 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.73 g), obv. turreted head of the City to right, AED CVR
and deformed foot downwards behind, rev. P.FOVR[IVS]
on curule chair, CRASSI[PES] in exergue, (S.275, Cr.356/1c,
Syd.735b, RSC Furia 19). Bright, nearly very fine.
$120
This coin was struck by Crassipes as curule aedile, most likely to fund an
extraordinary distribution of corn largesse. The head of the city on the
obverse recalls his urban duties such as the maintenance of baths, aqueducts
and fountains.

Ex Dr. Busso Peus, Frankfurt, Auction Sale 355, May 27, 1998 (lot 239),
with tickets.
A military issue of Sulla belonging to the period of the civil war in Italy in
82 B.C. The coin also bears the name of one of Sulla's lieutenants who is
described as proquaestor and was later consul in 65 B.C.

4120*
C. Norbanus, (c.83 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.70
g), obv. diademed head of Venus to right, C. NORBANVS
below, CTXXVII behind, rev. ear of corn, fasces and caduceus
within dotted border, (S.278, Cr.357/1b, Syd.739, B.Norbana
2). Toned, off centred reverse, very fine and scarce.
$120

4124*
L. Cornelius Sulla and L. Manlius Torquatus, (c.82 B.C.),
silver denarius, mint moving with Sulla, (3.85 g), obv. Roma
helmeted head to right, L. MANLI before, [PRO Q] behind,
rev. Sulla in walking quadriga to right, crowned by Victory
above, L.SVLLA IM in exergue, (S.286, Cr.367/1, Syd.757,
B.Manlia 4). Toned, nearly very fine and scarce.
$150
Ex Collection of Barry Allen Jones with ticket from M.R. Roberts. See the
note on the previous lot.

4121*
Pub. Crepusius, (82 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.52
g), obv. Apollo laureate head to right, sceptre over shoulder,
T behind, symbol below chin, rev. horseman galloping to
right, hurling spear, CCVII behind, P. CREPVS[I] in exergue,
(S.283, Cr.361/1c, Syd.738a, B.Crepusia 1). Off centred
obverse, very fine, scarce.
$120

4125*
Ti. Claudius, (c.79 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.80
g), obv. Diana bust to right bow and quiver on shoulder, S.C.
before, rev. Victory in biga to right, A XV below, TI CLAVD.
TI.F/AP. N in exergue, (S.310, Cr.383/1, Syd.770, B.Claudia
5). Serrated edge, plugged, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$70

4122*
Q. Antonius Balbus, (c.83-2 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.73 g), obv. Jupiter laureate head to right, S C behind,
rev. Victory in quadriga to right, Q ANTO BALB/PR in
exergue, R under horses, (S.279, Cr.364/1d, Syd.742b, RSC
Antonina 1). Some pitting, otherwise nearly very fine.
$120

4126*
Ti. Claudius, (c.79 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.69
g), obv. Diana bust to right bow and quiver on shoulder, S.C.
before, rev. Victory in biga to right, A below, TI CLAVD.
TI.[F]/AP. in exergue, (S.310, Cr.383/1, Syd.770a, B.Claudia
5). Serrated edge, very fine, scarce.
$140

This moneyer was appointed praetor in Sardinia in 82 B.C., but his Marian
party associations made him a target for Sulla's legate L. Phillipus who drove
him from the position and had him killed.

The obverse refers to the Sabine origin of the Claudia gens.
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4127*
L. Cassius Q.f. Longinus, (c.78 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.85 g), obv. head of Liber or Bacchus to right, thyrsus
over shoulder, rev. head of Libera to left, L. CASSI Q.F
behind, (S.317, Cr.386/1, Syd.779, B. Cassia 6). With flaw
on reverse on head, otherwise very fine and rare.
$160

4131*
L. Plautius Plancus, (c.47 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.26 g), obv. mask of Medusa, facing, hair dishevelled,
L.PLAVTIVS below, rev. Aurora flying to right, conducting
the four horses of the sun, PLANCVS below, (S.429, Cr.453/
1a, Syd.959, B.Plautia 15). Slightly off centre on the reverse,
bright, minor surface marks and weak in places, otherwise
very fine or better and rare.
$300

The type refers to Spurius Cassius who in B.C. 493 erected a temple dedicated
to Ceres and these two divinities near to the Circus Maximus. Crawford
calculates 32 obverse dies used by this moneyer in his coinage.

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 75 (lot 1974).
Ovid relates that during the censorship of C. Plautius and Ap. Claudius
Caecus in 312 B.C., the latter quarrelled with the Tibicenes, who retired to
Tibur. As the people resented their loss, Plautius caused them to be placed
in wagons and conveyed back to Rome early in the morning. In order that
they should not be recognised, their faces were covered with masks. The
chariot of Aurora is an allusion to their early arrival and the mask to the
concealment of their faces. In commemoration of this event the fetes called
Quinquatrus Minusculae were celebrated yearly at Rome on the 13th June,
at which those that took part in them wore masks.

4128*
M. Aemilius Scaurus and P. Plautius Hypsaeus, (c.58 B.C.),
silver denarius, Rome mint, (4.12 g), obv. king Aretas
kneeling beside camel to right, M.SCAVR and AED CVR
above, REX [ARETAS] in exergue, EX to left, [SC] to right,
rev. Jupiter in quadriga to left, P.HYPSAE / AED CVR
above, [CAPTV] on right, [C.HYPSAE COS/ PREIVER] in
exergue, scorpion below horses, (S.379, Cr.422/1b, Syd.913,
RSC Aemilia 8). Attractive deep toning, nearly extremely
fine and scarce.
$180

4132*
T. Carisius, (46 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.67
g), obv. head of Roma to right, with ornate crest ROMA
behind, rev. emblems of power, cornucopiae on globe,
between sceptre and rudder, T. CARIS below, all within
wreath, (S.448, Cr.464/3b, Syd.984b, Carisia 5). Very fine
and scarce.
$160

The extraordinary obverse type commemorates the surrender to Scaurus of
the Nabataean king Aretas III in 62 BC. This coin represents the first instance
of a moneyer portraying an event from his own career on the coinage.

4129
L. Hostilius Saserna, (c.48 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.36 g), obv. laureate head of Venus or Piety to right,
rev. Victory walking to right holding trophy and caduceus,
L HOSTILIVS SASERNA around, (S.417, Cr.448/1b,
Syd.951a, RSC Hostilia 5a). Banker's mark on chin, nearly
fine and rare.
$60

Ex Hans Schulman, New York February 14, 1958 (lot 1884).

4133*
P. Clodius M.f.Turrinus, (42 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.82 g), obv. Apollo head laureate to right, lyre behind,
dotted border, rev. Diana Lucifera standing facing holding
two long torches, bow and quiver at shoulder, P CLODIVS
before M.F. on left, (S.492, Cr.494/23, Syd.1117, RSC
Claudia 15). Toned, very fine and scarce.
$100

4130*
L. Hostilius Saserna, (48 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.05 g), obv. head of Gallic warrior (Vercingetorix?) to right,
Gaulish shield behind, rev. naked warrior in biga driven by
charioteer to right, [L HOSTILIVS] above, SASER[N] below,
(S.418, Cr.448/2, Syd.952, B.Hostilia 2). Worn, good - very
good and rare.
$350
Vercingetorix, c.82 BC - 46 BC) was the chieftain of the Arverni tribe, who
united the Gauls in an ultimately unsuccessful revolt against Roman forces
during the last phase of Julius Caesar's Gallic Wars. He came to power in 52
BC, when he raised an army and was proclaimed king at Gergovia. He soon
established an alliance with other tribes and took control of their combined
armies, leading them in Gaul's most significant revolt against Roman power.
Vercingetorix surrendered to the Romans after being defeated at the Battle
of Alesia in 52 BC, after which he was imprisoned for five years. In 46
he was paraded through Rome as part of Caesar's triumph before being
executed. Vercingetorix is primarily known through Caesar's Commentarii
de Bello Gallico.

4134*
Julius Caesar, (c.47-46 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.30 g),
Africa mint, obv. diademed head of Venus to right, dotted
border, rev. CAESAR to right, Aeneas walking left, carrying
Anchises and palladium, dotted border, (S.1402, Cr.458/1,
Syd.1013, RSC Julius Caesar 12). Porous surface, good fine
and scarce.
$200
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4135*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), silver denarius, Uncertain
Spanish mint (Colonia Patricia), issued c.18 B.C. (3.60 g),
obv. laureate head of Augustus to right around CAESARI
AVGVSTO, rev. domed hexastyle temple of Mars Ultor,
containing legionary eagle between two standards, across
MAR VLT, (S.1623, RIC 105a, RSC 190, BMC 373).
Banker's mark on neck, grey tone, otherwise nearly very
fine and rare.
$400

4139*
Tiberius, (A.D. 14-37), silver denarius, Lugdunum mint,
issued A.D. 14-37, (3.77 g), obv. laureate head of Tiberius
to right, around TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F [AVGVSTVS],
rev. PONTIF MAXIM, Livia seated to right, with vertical
sceptre and branch, (S.1763, RIC 30, BMC 48, H.916 [304]).
Slightly off centred and bright, otherwise nearly very fine
and scarce.
$400

The small temple of Mars the Avenger (Mars Ultor) was situated on the
Capitol and was built specially to house the legionary standards of Crassus
and Antony recovered by Augustus from Phraates IV of Parthia.

4140*
Tiberius, (A.D. 14-37), silver denarius, Lugdunum mint,
issued A.D. 14-37, (3.79 g), obv. laureate head of Tiberius
to right, around [TI CAES]AR DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS, rev.
PONTIF MAXIM, Livia seated to right, with vertical sceptre
and branch, (S.1763, RIC 30, RSC 16a, BMC 48). Slightly
of centre on obverse and reverse, otherwise good very fine
and very scarce in this condition.
$400

4136*
Augustus, (B.C. 27 - A.D. 14), postumous issue by Tiberius
in 34-37 A.D., AE as, (8.81 g), obv. radiate head to left of
Augustus, around [DIVVS AVGVST]VS PATER, rev. S C
across, winged thunderbolt, (S.1791, RIC 83, BMC 157,
C.249). With surface corrosion, dark green patina, otherwise
nearly very fine.
$80

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 45 (lot 4451).

4141*
Tiberius, (A.D. 14-37), silver denarius, Lugdunum mint,
issued A.D. 14-37, (3.66 g), obv. laureate head of Tiberius
to right, around TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS, rev.
PONTIF MAXIM, Livia seated to right, with vertical sceptre
and branch, (S.1763, RIC 30, BMC 48, H.916 [304]). Weak
on legends, bright and slightly off centred, otherwise fine or
slightly better.
$250

4137*
Tiberius, (A.D. 14-37), silver denarius, Lugdunum mint,
issued A.D. 15-16, (3.70 g), obv. laureate head of Tiberius
to right, around TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS, rev.
TR P[OT XVII], IMP VII, Tiberius in triumphal quadriga to
right, holding eagle-tipped sceptre and branch, (S.1762, RIC
4, BMC 7, RSC 48). Bright, slightly off centred, otherwise
very fine and rare.
$500
Ex Spink & Son, London, October 2002.

4142*
Gaius (Caligula), (A.D. 37-41), silver plated denarius
(fourree), Lugdunum (Lyons) mint, issued A.D. 37-38, (2.89
g), obv. bare head of Caligula to right, around C CAESAR
AVG GERM P M TR POT, rev. around DIVVS AVG PATER
PATRIAE, radiate head to right of Augustus, (S.619, RIC 10
(R2), BMC 10). Very fine or better and very rare.
$1,000

4138*
Tiberius, (A.D. 14-37), silver denarius, Lugdunum mint,
issued A.D. 14-37, (3.76 g), obv. laureate head of Tiberius
to right, around TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS, rev.
PONTIF MAXIM, Livia seated to right, with vertical sceptre
and branch, (S.1763, RIC 30, BMC 48, H.916 [304]). Round
and well centred, good very fine and rare in this condition.
$600

Contemporary plated issues struck from what appear to be genuine dies are
known for similar issues of this period. Compare CNG electronic auction
271 (lot 60) for an example not as nice as this coin.

Of Biblical importance as the issue is often described as the Tribute Penny
(Mark 12: 14-17).
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4147*
Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), AE as, Rome mint, issued A.D.
42, (9.01 g), obv. bare head of Claudius to left, around
TI CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG PM TR P IMP P P, rev.
CONSTANTIAE AVGVSTI, Constantia standing to left,
holding sceptre, SC across in field, (S.1858, RIC 111, BMC
199, C.14). Brown patina, very fine and scarce.
$160

4143*
Gaius (Caligula), (A.D. 37-41), AE as, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 37-38, (10.53 g), obv. bare head of Caligula to left,
around C CAESAR AVG GERMANICVS PON M TR POT,
rev. VESTA above, Vesta seated to left, veiled and draped
seated on ornamental throne, holding patera and transverse
sceptre, S C across field, (S.1803 [VF o250], RIC 38, C.27,
BMC 46). Attractive dark green patina, very fine and rare
in this condition.
$250

4148*
Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), AE as, Rome mint, issued A.D. 412, (10.90 g), obv. bare head to left of Claudius around TI
CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG P M TR P IMP, rev. LIBERTAS
AVGVSTA, S C across field, Libertas standing right holding
pileus, (S.1859, RIC 97, C.47). Slight surface pitting,
otherwise good very fine, with dealer ticket.
$180

4144*
Agrippa, (died 12 B.C.), posthumous issue struck by Caligula
(A.D. 37-41), AE as, (10.21 g), obv. M AGRIPPA L F COS III,
head to left wearing rostral crown, rev. S C, across, Neptune
standing to left, holding dolphin and trident, (S.1812, RIC 58
(Caligula), C.3). Good fine and scarce in this condition.
$150

4145*
Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), silver denarius, (3.57 g), issued
41-2., Rome mint, obv. TI CLAVD CAESAR AVG P M TR
P, laureate head to right, rev. PACI AVGVSTAE around,
Pax-Nemesis winged, advancing to right, holding winged
caduceus pointing down at snake, (S.1846, RIC 10 [R3],
Hunterian No.4). Good fine and very rare.
$1,200

4149*
Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), AE As, Rome mint, issued A.D.
42, (10.45 g), obv. bare head to left of Claudius around
TI CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG P M TR P IMP P P, rev.
LIBERTAS [AVGVST]A, S C across field, Libertas standing
right holding pileus, (S.1860, RIC 113, C.47). Dark brown
patina, reverse surface roughness, good fine/fine, scarce.
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics sale 50 (lot 2268).

4146*
Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), silver plated denarius (fourree),
(2.77 g), issued 46-7., Rome mint, obv. TI CLAVD CAESAR
AVG P M TR P VI IMP XI, laureate head to right, rev. PACI
AVGVSTAE around, Pax-Nemesis winged, advancing to
right, holding winged caduceus pointing down at snake, (cf.
S.1846, RIC 139 [R3], RSC 58). Tiny breaks in the plating,
fine and very rare.
$400

4150*
Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), AE as, Rome mint, issued c.A.D.
42, (12.34 g), obv. bare head of Claudius to left, around [TI
C]LAVDIVS CAESAR AVG P M TR P IMP P P, rev. Minerva
to right, helmeted and draped, hurling javelin and holding
shield, SC in field, (S.1862, RIC 116, BMC 206). Very fine
with surface roughness.
$100

See similar plated fourree for the Caligula denarius. Fourree of Claudius
are relatively well known as compared to Caligula (CNG describe in their
sales 18 examples).
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4151*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), silver denarius, issued c.66-67, Rome
mint, (2.89 g), obv. laureate head to right of Nero, around
IMP NERO CAESAR AVGVSTVS, rev. Jupiter seated left
on throne, holding thunderbolt and sceptre, IVPPITER
CVSTOS around, (cf.S.1943, RIC 46, BMC -, RSC 121).
A nice example, dull grey patina, very fine and a very rare
obverse legend type.
$400

4155*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), AE sestertius issued c.66, Rome mint,
(25.80 g), obv. laureate head to right of Nero, around
IMP NERO CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG GER P M TR P
P P, rev. Roma seated left on cuirass, holding Victory and
parazonium, ROMA in exergue, S C across field, (S.1961,
RIC 335, WCN 155, BMC -). Attractive even brown patina,
very fine and rare in this condition.
$2,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 78 (lot 5222) and previously from Gorny
& Mosch, Auction Sale 95 March 9, 1999, (lot 728). The issue is in all
probability a reference to Nero's deliverance from the conspiracy of C.
Calpurnius Piso in A.D. 65.

4152*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), silver denarius, issued c.66-67, Rome
mint, (3.22 g), obv. laureate head to right of Nero, around
IMP NERO CAESAR AVGVSTVS, rev. Jupiter seated left on
throne, holding thunderbolt and sceptre, IVPPITER CVSTOS
around, (cf.S.1943, RIC 46, BMC p.210 note, RSC 121). A
nice example, dull grey patina, good fine.
$400

4156*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), AE dupondius, issued c.65, Lugdunum
mint, (13.68 g), obv. radiate head to right of Nero, around
NERO CLAVD CAESAR AVG GER P M [TR P IMP P
P], rev. Roma seated left on cuirass, holding Victory and
parazonium, ROMA in exergue, S C across field, (S.1961,
RIC 293, WCN 216, BMC -). Attractive even dark greenishblack patina, some weakness in legend, otherwise nearly very
fine and rare in this condition.
$180

4153*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), silver denarius, issued c.65, Rome
mint, (3.15 g), obv. laureate head to right of Nero, around
NERO CAESAR AVGVSTVS, rev. temple of Vesta, VESTA
above, (S.1946, RIC 62, BMC 104, RSC 335). Good fine
and very scarce.
$300

4157*
Galba, (A.D. 68-69), silver denarius, issued October November 68, Rome mint, (3.30 g), obv. laureate head to
right of Galba, around IMP SER GALBA CAESAR AVG,
rev. around SALVS GEN HVMANI, female figure (Salus?)
standing left, right foot on globe, sacrificing out of patera
in right hand over lighted altar, holding rudder in left hand,
(S.2108, BMC 43, RIC 214, RSC 236). Bright, nearly
extremely fine/good very fine and rare.
$750

Nero rebuilt the temple of Vesta after being destroyed in the great fire of
64 A.D.

4154*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), silver denarius, issued c.65, Rome mint,
(3.11 g), obv. laureate head to right of Nero, around NERO
CAESAR AVGVSTVS, rev. temple of Vesta, VES[TA] above,
(S.1946, RIC 62, BMC 104, RSC 335). Fine and scarce.
$300

BMC notes that the standard obverse legend reads SER GALBA IMP, but
only rarely does the full title IMPERATOR appear.
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4158*
Otho, (A.D. 69), silver denarius, issued 69, Rome mint, (3.37
g), obv. bare head to right of Otho, around [IMP M] OTHO
CAESAR AVG TR P, rev. Ceres standing to left, holding
two corn ears and cornucopiae, around PONT MA[X], (cf.
S.2158, BMC 9, RIC 20 [noted only as a gold aureus], RSC
11). Short on flan, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$1,000

4162*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 71, (3.38 g), obv. laureate head of Vespasian to right,
around IMP CAES VESP AVG P M, rev. Pax seated to left
holding branch and caduceus, TRI POT II COS III P P
around, (S.2313, RIC 39, RSC 566). Nearly very fine and
scarce.
$100

Ex McHugh Collection.

The Reka-Devnia hoard contained 1725 denarii of Vespasian but only 19
of this variety.

4159*
Otho, (A.D. 69), silver denarius, issued 69, Rome mint, (3.12
g), obv. bare head to right of Otho, around IMP OTHO
CAESAR AV[G TR P], rev. Ceres standing to left, holding
two corn ears and cornucopiae, around PON[T M]AX, (cf.
S.2158, BMC 9, RIC 6, RSC 11). Weak in parts of legend,
good fine/fine and rare.
$350

4163*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 74, (3.18 g), obv. laureate head of Vespasian to right,
around IMP CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG, rev. Pax seated
to left holding olive branch and caduceus, COS ITER TR
POT around, (S.2285, RIC 10, RSC 94h). Very fine and
scarce.
$100
Ex Salamanca Coins (Stephen Cole), June 26, 1982. The Reka-Devnia hoard
contained 1725 denarii of Vespasian but none of this variety.

4160*
Vitellius, (A.D. 69), silver denarius, issued late April
- December 20, 69, probably Rome mint, (3.20 g), obv.
bare head to right of Vitellius, around A VITELLIVS
GERMANICVS IMP, no globe below, rev. Clasped hands,
above FIDES, below EXERCITVVM, (cf.S.2192, BMC 2,
RIC R3, RSC 36). Light grey tone, a good portrait, nearly
very fine and very rare.
$600

4164*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 75, (3.46 g), obv. laureate head of Vespasian to right,
around IMP CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG, rev. Pax seated
to left, holding olive branch, PON MAX TR P COS VI
around, (S.2301, RIC 90, RSC 366). Very fine.
$120

One of the earliest issues of Vitellius, still using a portrait resembling Otho,
this coin was probably struck before the die engraver knew what Vitellius
looked like.

4161*
Vitellius, (A.D. 69), silver denarius, issued April - May 69,
Rome mint, (3.07 g), obv. bare head to right of Vitellius,
around A V[ITELLIVS] GERM IMP AVG TR P, rev.
Concordia seated to left, holding patera and cornucopiae,
around CONCORDIA P R, (cf.S.2196, BMC 20, RIC 2,
RSC 18). Toned, good very fine, obverse slightly off centre,
rare.
$400

4165*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Rome mint, issue
of A.D. 77-78, (3.36 g), obv. IMP CAESAR VESPASIANVS
AVG, laureate head to right, rev. pair of oxen under yoke
to left, COS VIII in exergue, (S.2289, RIC 107, BMC 206,
RSC 133a). Toned, very fine and scarce.
$220
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4170*
Titus, as Caesar under Vespasian, (A.D. 79-81), silver
denarius, Rome mint, issue of A.D. 77-8, (3.37 g), obv. T
CAESAR IMP VESPASIANVS, laureate head to right, rev.
COS VI in exergue, yoke of oxen to left, (S.2440, RIC 197,
RSC 67, BMC 225). Toned, very fine and rare.
$140

4166*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Rome mint, issue of
A.D. 78 (3.15 g), obv. IMP CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG
around, laureate head of Vespasian to left, rev. COS VII
across, eagle standing on altar with head to left, (cf.S.2287,
RIC 99b, BMC 184, RSC 120). Very fine and very scarce.
$250

The reverse is copied from a Republican denarius of L.Cassius Caecianus
of 102 B.C.

The Reka-Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 1725 coins of
Vespasian but only 1 of this variety.

4171*
Titus, as Caesar under Vespasian, (A.D. 79-81), silver
denarius, Rome mint, issue of A.D. 78-79, (3.47 g), obv.
T CAESAR VESPASIANVS, laureate head to right, rev.
ANNONA AVG, Annona seated to left, (S.2436, RIC V218,
BMC V319, RSC 17). Good very fine and rare.
$400

4167*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Rome mint, issue of
A.D. 78 (3.18 g), obv. IMP CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG
around, laureate head of Vespasian to right, rev. COS VII
across, eagle standing on altar with head to right, (cf.S.2287,
RIC 99a, BMC 180, RSC 121). Good very fine with some
mint bloom and attractive toning, scarce.
$250

The Reka Devnia hoard of 88,044 silver coins contained 431 coins of Titus
with only 5 of this variety.

The Reka-Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 1725 coins of
Vespasian but only 6 of this variety.

4172*
Titus, restoration issue in the name of Germanicus (issued
A.D. 80-81). AE as, Rome mint, (8.95 g), obv. bare head
to left of Germanicus, around GERMANICVS CAESAR
TI AVG F DIVI AVG N, rev. S C in centre, around IMP T
CAES DIVI VESP F AVG PM, inner circle TR P PP COS VIII
RESTITV, (S.2599, RIC 229, C -, BMC 293). Dark green
patina, very fine/good very fine and scarce.
$150

4168*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 78-79, (3.42 g), obv. laureate head of Vespasian to right,
around CAESAR VESPASIAN AVG, rev. Annona seated
to left holding bunch of corn ears on lap, ANNONA AVG
around, (S.2280, RIC 131a, RSC 28). Very fine.
$120
The Reka-Devnia hoard contained 1725 denarii of Vespasian but only 53
of this variety.

4173*
Domitian, issued as Caesar under Vespasian, (A.D. 8196), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued A.D. 79, (2.71 g),
obv. laureate head of Domitian to right, around CAESAR
DIVI F DOMITIANVS COS VI, rev. around PRINCEPS
IVVENTVTIS, Salus standing to left, leaning on column
and holding a snake which she feeds from a patera, (S.2642,
RIC V243, RSC 384, BMC V265). Minor surface marks,
extremely fine and very scarce.
$200

4169*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), silver denarius, Antioch mint,
issue of A.D. 72-73, (3.35 g), obv. IMP CAES [VESP AV]G
P M COS IIII, laureate head to right, rev. CONCORDIA
AVGVSTI, Concordia seated left holding patera and
cornucopiae, (S.-, RIC 1554 [R2], RSC 74, RPC 1927 [6
noted]). Extremely fine, small flan and off centred, very rare
from this mint.
$200

The Reka-Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 632 coins of
Domitian but only 18 of this variety.
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4178*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 90-1, (3.62 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to right,
around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M TR P X, rev.
around IMP XXI COS XV CENS P P P, Minerva standing
to left, holding spear, (cf.S.2736, BMC 182, RIC 155, RSC
263). Lightly toned, extremely fine.
$200

4174*
Domitian, issued as Caesar under Titus, (A.D. 81-96),
silver denarius, Rome mint, issued A.D. 80, (3.29 g), obv.
laureate head of Domitian to right, around CAESAR
DIVI F DOMITIANVS COS VII, rev. around PRINCEPS
IV[VENTVTIS], garlanded and lighted altar, (S.2676, RIC
T46, RSC 397). Toned, very fine and scarce.
$120

The Reka Devnia hoard contained 81,044 silver denarii and 632 denarii of
this ruler but only 7 examples of this variety.

4175*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 87, (3.43 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to right,
around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M TR P VI, rev.
around IMP XIIII COS XIII CENS P P P, Minerva standing
facing with spear, (cf.S.2731, BMC 107, RIC 94, RSC 213).
Toned, good very fine and scarce.
$150

4179*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 91-92, (3.54 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to
right, around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M TR P
XI, rev. around IMP XXI COS XVI CENS P P P, Minerva
standing to left, holding thunderbolt and spear, (cf.S.2732,
BMC 192, RIC 168, RSC 272). Full flan, nearly extremely
fine and scarce.
$150

Ex Classical Numismatic Group with their ticket.
The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 632 coins of
Domitian, but only 1 example of this variety.

The Reka Devnia hoard contained 81,044 silver denarii and 632 denarii of
this ruler but only 6 examples of this variety.

4176*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 89, (3.57 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to right,
around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M TR P VIII, rev.
around IMP XIX COS XIIII CENS P P P, Minerva standing
to right on vessel with owl at feet, in fighting pose holding
javelin and shield, (cf.S.2735, BMC 152, RIC 138, RSC 253).
Lightly toned, nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$200
Ex Classical Numismatic Group with their ticket.

4180*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), AE sestertius, issue struck at Rome
in A.D.90-91, (21.9 g), obv. IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM
COS XV CENS PER PP, head laureate to right, rev. IOVI
VICTORI around, S C in exergue, Jupiter seated to left,
holding Victory and sceptre, (cf.S.2766, RIC 388, C.314).
Dark green patina, weakness in the legend and some minor
pitting, otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$200

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 632 coins of
Domitian, but only 3 examples of this variety.

4177*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 90-91, (3.16 g), obv. laureate head of Domitian to
right, around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M TR
P X, rev. around IMP XXI COS XV CENS P P P, Minerva
standing to right in fighting pose holding javelin and shield,
(S.2734, BMC 176, RIC 152, RSC 265). Good very fine
and scarce.
$140

Jupiter the Victorious sitting with the image of Victory in his right hand, is
regarded as the conqueror of all things. In this example Domitian designates
to himself the form and attributes of Jupiter Victor.
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4185*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, issued 114-117,
Rome mint, (3.03 g), obv. laureate bust, draped to right of
Trajan, around IMP TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG GER DAC
P M TR P, rev. Felicitas standing to left, holding caduceus
and cornucopiae, around P M TR P COS VI P P S P Q R,
(S.3150, RIC 343, RSC 278). Toned, nearly extremely fine,
scarce.
$140

4181*
Nerva, (A.D. 96-98), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued A.D.
96, (3.32 g), obv. laureate head of Nerva to right, around
IMP NERVA CAES AVG P M TR P COS II P P, rev. around
CONCORDIA EXERCITVVM two clasped hands holding
a legionary eagle on a prow, (S.3021, RIC 3, RSC 25, BMC
8). Very fine and rare.
$200
The Reka-Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 323 coins of Nerva
but only 8 of this variety.

4182*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, issued 100, Rome
mint, (3.31 g), obv. laureate head of Trajan right, around
IMP CAES NERVA TRAIAN AVG GERM, rev. Pax standing
to left holding branch and cornucopiae, around P M TR
POT COS III P P, (cf.S.3152, RIC 38, RSC 2292). Light
toning, good fine.
$100

4186*
Trajan, (A.D.98-117), AE sestertius, Rome mint, issued
113, (24.95 g), obv. laureate draped bust of Trajan to right,
around IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO AVG GER DAC
P M TR P COS VI P P, rev. Fortuna seated to left holding
rudder and cornucopiae, around FORTVNA REDVCI, S.C
in exergue, (S.3193, RIC 628, C.164). Attractive dark green
patina, good very fine/very fine and rare in this condition.
$1,300

4183*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, issued 103-112
Rome mint, (3.27 g), obv. laureate head to right of Trajan
with drapery on far shoulder, around IMP TRAIANO AVG
GER DAC PM TR P, rev. trophy of Dacian arms facing,
around COS V P P SPQR OPTIMO PRINC, (S.3132, RIC
147, RSC 98, BMC 358). Toned, nearly extremely fine and
scarce as such.
$250

4187*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), AE orichalcum as, issued 115-6,
Antioch mint, (12.28 g), obv. radiate bust of Trajan to right,
around IMP CAES NER TRAIANO OPTIMO AVG GERM,
rev. DAC PARTHICO P M TR POT XX COS VI PP around
a laurel wreath enclosing a large S C, (S.3243 [AE as], RIC
644, C.122). Earthern patina, very fine and rare.
$120

The Reka-Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 5217 coins of
Trajan with 41 of this variety.

4184*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 109, obv. laureate head of Trajan to right, drapery on
far shoulder, around IMP TRAIANO AVG GE[R DAC] P
M TR P, rev. Pax standing to left, holding olive branch and
leaning on column, around [COS V P P S] P Q R OPTIMO
PRINC, (S.3126, RIC 126, RSC 83). Cleaned, otherwise
nearly very fine.
$100

4188*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 128-132,
Rome mint, (2.73 g), obv. laureate head to right of Hadrian,
drapery on far shoulder, around HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS,
rev. COS III around, Victory seated to left holding wreath
and palm, (cf.S.3548, RIC 183, RSC 361). Rough surface,
otherwise good very fine/very fine, scarce.
$140

Ex Noble Numismatics, sale 56, lot 2173.
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4193*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued 145, (3.11 g), obv. around ANTONINVS AVG PIVS
P P, laureate head to right, rev. TR PO T COS IIII, LIB IIII
in exergue, Liberalitas standing to left holding abacus and
cornucopiae, (S.4089, RIC 155, RSC 490a, BMC 567).
Very fine.
$70

4189*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 128-132,
Rome mint, (3.47 g), obv. laureate head to right of Hadrian,
drapery on far shoulder, around HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS P
P, rev. COS III around, Victory seated to left holding wreath
and palm, (S.3548, RIC 184, RSC 361b). Toned, nearly very
fine, scarce.
$100

Ex Collection of Barry Allen Jones with ticket from M.R. Roberts.

4190*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), AE as, issued 135, Rome mint,
(11.81 g), obv. bare head to right of Hadrian, around
[HADRIA]NVS AVG COS III [P P], rev. ANNO[NA A]VG
around, S C across field, Annona standing to left holding
corn-ears over modius and rudder in right hand, (cf.S.3674,
RIC 796, C.166). Attractive green patina, good very fine
and scarce.
$250

4194*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued 149, (3.33 g), obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P
XII, laureate head to right, rev. COS IIII, Aequitas standing
left holding scales and cornucopiae, (cf.S.4066, BMC 654,
RIC 177, RSC 240). Bright, good very fine.
$120

4191*
Aelius, Caesar, (A.D. 136-138), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 137, (3.48 g), obv. bare head of Aelius to right,
around L AELIVS CAESAR, rev. around TR POT COS II,
Felicitas standing to left holding caduceus and cornucopiae,
(S.3973, RIC 430, RSC 50). Very fine and rare.
$300
4195*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), silver denarius, (2.88 g),
Rome mint, issued A.D. 154-155, obv. laureate head of
Antoninus Pius to right, around ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P
P TR P XVIII, rev. Fortuna standing to right holding rudder
and cornucopiae, around COS IIII, (cf.S.4073, RIC 240,
RSC 272); Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, (d.A.D.
141) silver denarius, (2.974 grams), issued A.D. 147 at
Rome mint, obv. DIVA FAV STINA, draped bust to right,
rev. AVGVSTA around, Vesta standing left sacrificing with
patera over lighted altar, holding palladium, (cf.S.4587, RIC
370, RSC 116). Very fine or better. (2)
$140

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 87 (lot 4297) and previously from Downie's
August 1996.
The Reka-Devnia hoard contained 156 coins of Aelius and 24 coins of this
variety.

4192*
Aelius, Caesar, (A.D. 136-138), AE sestertius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 137, (25.06 g), obv. bare head of Aelius to right,
around L AELIVS CAESAR, rev. around TR POT COS
II, Spes advancing to left, holding flower and lifting skirt,
(S.3986, RIC 1055, BMC 1914, C.56). Attractive brown
patina, very fine or better.
$1,000
Ex McHugh Collection.
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draped and cuirassed bust right, rev. PROVIDENTIA AVG,
Providentia standing to left with baton and cornucopiae,
globe at feet, (S.2345, RIC 13, RSC 77). Nearly fine - good
very fine, last scarce. (3)
$120
4200
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), silver denarius, Rome
mint, issued 139, (3.56 g), obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS
P P, bare head to right, rev. TR POT COS II, Pax standing
to left holding branch and cornucopiae, (cf.S.4116, RIC
51, RSC 857a, BMC 105); Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193211), silver denarius, Laodicea mint, issued A.D. 199
(2.96 g), obv. laureate head of Septimius Severus to right,
around L SEPT SEV AVG IMP XI PART MAX, rev. around
AEQVITATI AVGG, Aequitas standing to left, holding scales
and cornucopiae, (S.6259, RIC 500, RSC 21); other issues
include a denarius of Vespasian, antoninianii of Gordian III
and Gallienus. Mostly fine - very fine, Vespasian poor. (5)
$100

4196*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), AE sestertius, (24.42 g),
Rome mint, issued A.D. 143-144, obv. laureate draped bust
of Antoninus Pius to right, around ANTONINVS AVG PI VS
P P TR P COS III, rev. Victory advancing right holding trophy
in both hands, around IMPERA TOR II, S C across field,
(S.4182, RIC 717, C.434). Dark brown patina, attractive
nearly extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$800
Ex Antiquarius New Zealand, List 40 June 1997 (No.82).

4201*
Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, (died A.D. 141),
silver denarius, (3.00 g), issued A.D. 143 at Rome mint,
obv. DIVA AVG FAVSTINA, draped veiled bust to right,
rev. AETERNITAS, Aeternitas standing left holding a globe
and sceptre, (S.4575, RIC 350a, RSC 34). Bright, nearly
extremely fine.
$120

4197*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), AE as, (9.35 g), Rome mint,
issued A.D. 143, obv. laureate head of Antoninus Pius to left,
around [ANT]ONINVS AVG PIVS PP TR P COS III, rev.
ANCILIA [IMPERATO]R II, S C across, two ancilia (shields)
side by side each with projections, (S.4293, RIC 736a, C.30).
Dark brown patina, good fine and scarce.
$350

4202*
Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, (died A.D.141),
silver denarius, (3.46 g), issued 145, Rome mint, obv. draped
bust to right of Faustina, around DIVA AVG FAVSTINA, rev.
Pietas standing to left dropping incense on lighted altar and
holding box, around PIETA S AVG, (S.4598, BMC 311, RIC
394a, RSC 234). Good very fine and lightly toned.
$100

4198*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), AE as, (10.91 g), Rome
mint, issued A.D. 149-150, obv. laureate head of Antoninus
Pius to right, around ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P XII,
rev. Munificentia standing left, holding wreath and sceptre,
lion at feet, and S C across field, around MVNIFICENTIA
AVG, COS IIII in exergue, (S.4307, RIC 861, C.563). Legend
partly double struck on the obverse, very dark patina, nearly
very fine and scarce.
$80

Ex Romanorum, ACT with their ticket and Noble Numismatics Sale 86
(lot 3441). In the Reka Devnia Hoard of 81,044 coins, some 4158 were of
Faustina Senior and 129 were of this type.

4199
Antoninius Pius, (A.D. 138-161), silver denarius, Rome
mint, issued 139, (2.44 g), obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P
P, laureate head to right, rev. TR POT COS II, clasped hands
holding caduceus and two ears of corn, (S.4111, RIC 54b,
RSC 873); Lucilla, wife of Lucius Verus, (A.D. 161-169)
silver denarius, Rome mint, issued 166-9, (2.46 g), obv.
LVCILLA AVGVSTA, bust to right, rev. CONCORDIA
around, Concordia seated to left, (S.5480, RIC 759, RSC
7); Maximinus, (A.D. 235-238), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.18 g), obv. IMP MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG, laureate,

4203*
Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, (died A.D. 141),
silver denarius, (3.09 g), issued A.D. 147 at Rome mint,
obv. DIVA FAVSTINA, draped veiled bust to right, rev.
AETERNITAS, Ceres standing to left holding long torch and
raising right hand, (S.4583, RIC 361, RSC 101a). Bright, off
centred obverse otherwise extremely fine.
$120
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4204*
Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, (died A.D.141),
silver denarius, (3.29 g), issued 147, Rome mint, obv. draped
bust to right of Faustina, around DIVA FAVSTINA, rev.
Juno standing to left raising right hand and holding sceptre,
around AETERNITAS, (S.4574, BMC 345, RIC 344, RSC
26). Good very fine.
$100

4209*
Marcus Aurelius, in honour of Divus Lucius Verus, (A.D.
161-169), silver denarius, issued 169, Rome mint, (3.45 g),
obv. DIVVS VERVS, bare head to right, rev. eagle standing
to right head left with open wings, around CONSECRATIO,
(S.5204, BMC 503, RIC 596A, RSC 55). Toned, good very
fine.
$180

4205*
Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, (died A.D. 141) silver
denarius, issued in 150, (3.32 g), obv. DIVA FAVSTINA,
draped bust to right, rev. AED DIV FAVSTINAE, front view
of temple of six columns, low wall before, figure (Faustina)
seated within, ornaments on temple, (S.4573, RIC 343, RSC
1). Bright, very fine and a rare reverse type.
$140

4210*
Faustina Junior, wife of Marcus Aurelius, (died A.D. 175),
silver denarius, issued 161-175, Rome mint, (3.47 g), obv.
FAVSTINA AVGVSTA, draped bust to right, rev. FECVND
AVGVSTAE, Fecunditas standing left between two infant
children, holding two more in her arms, (S.5251, RSC
95, RIC 676, BMC 89). Bright, nearly extremely fine and
scarce.
$150

4206*
Marcus Aurelius, as Caesar, (A.D. 161-180), silver denarius,
Rome mint, issued A.D. 157-8, (3.74 g), obv. bare head of
Marcus Aurelius to right, around AVRELIVS CAES ANTON
AVG P II F, rev. around TR POT XII COS II, Spes advancing
to left, holding flower and lifting skirt, (cf.S.4795, RIC
479a, RSC 743). Lightly toned, good very fine/very fine
and scarce.
$120

4211*
Faustina Junior, wife of Marcus Aurelius, (died A.D. 175),
silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.16 g), issued 161-175,
obv. draped bust to right of Faustina, around FAVSTINA
AVGVSTA, rev. Diana standing to left, holding torch, around
DIANA LVCIF, (S.5250, RIC 674, BMC 87, C.85). Ragged
edge on flan, otherwise toned extremely fine.
$60

Ex Salamanca Rare Coins (Stephen Cole), Hobart, April 20, 1994.

4207
Marcus Aurelius, (A.D. 161-180), silver plated denarius
(fourree), Rome mint, issued A.D. 176, (2.78 g), obv. laureate
head of Marcus Aurelius to right, around M ANTONINVS
AVG GERM SARM, rev. around TR P XXXI IMP VIII
COS III P P, DE SARM in exergue, pile of arms, (cf.S.48556, BMC 740, RIC 367, RSC 173). Heavily cleaned with
porous surface, toned, good very fine/good fine, interesting
as a fourree of a rare and historical type.
$80
4208
Marcus Aurelius, (A.D. 161-180), silver denarius, Rome
mint, issued A.D. 167, (3.52 g), obv. laureate head of Marcus
Aurelius to right, around M ANTONINVS AVG ARM
PARTH MAX, rev. around TR P XXI IMP IIII COS III,
Aequitas standing to left, holding scales and cornucopiae,
(S.4934, BMC 435, RIC 171, RSC 882); Commodus, (A.D.
177-192), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued A.D. 192, (3.31
g), obv. laureate head of Commodus to right, around L AEL
AVREL COMM AVG P FEL, rev. around P M TR P XV II
IMP V III COS VII P P, Victory walking to left, star in left
field, (cf.S.5685, RIC 237, RSC 568a, BMC 331). Dark tone,
very fine or better and scarce. (2)
$100

4212*
Faustina Junior, wife of Marcus Aurelius, (died A.D. 175),
silver denarius, issued 161, Rome mint, (3.42 g), obv.
FAVSTINA AVGVSTA, draped bust to right, rev. SAECVLI
FELICIT, throne on which are seated two infant boys,
(S.5260, RSC 191, RIC 712, BMC 139). Bright, extremely
fine and scarce.
$150
Twin sons Commodus and Antoninus were born to Marcus Aurelius and
Faustina Junior just a few months after Marcus Aurelius ascended imperial
throne. The former became emperor and the later died at the age of four
years.

Both with old holders for these coins.
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4217*
Commodus, (A.D. 177-192), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 186, (2.87 g), obv. laureate head of Commodus
to right, around M COMM ANT F PEL AVG BRIT, rev.
around P M TR P XI IMP VII COS V P P, Jupiter seated to
left holding thunderbolt and sceptre, (cf.S.5672, RIC 117,
RSC 486). Toned, very fine.
$80

4213*
Faustina Junior, wife of Marcus Aurelius, (died A.D. 175),
posthumous silver denarius, (3.28 grams), obv. DIVA FAV
STINA PIA, draped bust to right, rev. CONSECRATIO,
peacock standing right, (S.5215, RSC 71a, RIC M744).
Bright, extremely fine and very scarce.
$250

4214
Faustina Junior, wife of Marcus Aurelius, (died A.D. 175),
silver denarius, (3.34 g), obv. draped bust to right of Faustina,
around FAVSTINA AVGVSTA, rev. AVGVSTI P II FIL, Venus
standing to left, holding Victory and resting left hand on
shield set on helmet, (S.4700, RIC 495a, RSC 15); Caracalla,
as Caesar, (A.D.198-217), silver denarius, issued 197, Rome
mint, (2.84 g), obv. bare headed bust to right, [M AVR
ANTON] CAES PONTIF, rev. PRINCIPI [IVVENTVTIS],
Caracalla in military attire standing left, holding baton and
sceptre, trophy behind, (S.6677, RIC 13, RSC 505), other
denarii of Antoninus Pius (holed and plugged) and Vespasian
(plated). Fine to very fine, last two very good. (4)
$100

4218*
Commodus, (A.D. 177-192), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 191, (2.77 g), obv. laureate head of Commodus
to right, around L AEL A[VRE]L COMM AVG P FEL, rev.
around [FELIC PER]PETVAE AVG, Commodus togate
standing left, holding cornucopiae and clasping hands with
Felicitas standing right, holding long caduceus, (S.5637, RIC
249, RSC 120). Oval flan with minor faults, otherwise toned
very fine with extremely fine portrait, scarce.
$120

4219*
Commodus, (A.D. 177-192), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 192, (2.67 g), obv. laureate head of Commodus
to right, around L AEL AVREL CO MM AVG P FEL, rev.
LIB AVG P M TR P XVII COS VII P P, Libertas standing to
left, holding pileus and rod, star in right field, (cf.S.5654,
RIC 241, RSC 288, BMC 308). Short on flan, otherwise
very fine.
$100

4215*
Lucius Verus, (A.D. 161-169), silver denarius, issued 168,
Rome mint, (3.52 g), obv. L VERVS AVG ARM PARTH
MAX, laureate head of Lucius Verus to right, rev. Fortuna
seated to left, holding cornucopiae and rudder, around
FORT RED TR P VIII IMP V, COS III in exergue, (cf.
S.5350, BMC 477, RIC 586, RSC 111). Nearly extremely
fine, and scarce.
$200

4220
Commodus, (A.D. 177-192), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 191, (2.16 g), obv. laureate head of Commodus
to right, around L AEL AVREL COMM AVG [P FEL], rev.
around MARTI VLTORI AVG, Mars standing right, resting
on spear and shield, (S.5658, RIC 257, RSC 346); Elagabalus,
(A.D. 218-222), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued A.D. 220221, (2.36 g), obv. laureate bust of Elagabalus draped and
cuirassed to right, around IMP ANTONINVS PIVS AVG, rev.
around FORTVNAE REDVCI, Fortuna standing half left,
holding rudder on globe and cornucopiae, (S.7516, RIC 83A,
RSC 50a); Aurelian, (A.D. 270-275), billon antoninianus,
issued 270-1, Milan mint, (4.65 g), obv. radiate draped and
cuirassed bust left of Aurelian, IMP AVRELIANVS AVG
around, rev. FORTVNA REDVX around, Fortuna seated
to left with wheel below seat P in exergue, (S.11539, RIC
128). First coin short on flan, nearly very fine, second coin
porous, very fine, last coin nearly very fine. (3)
$100

4216*
Lucilla, wife of Lucius Verus, (married A.D.164, died A.D.
182), silver denarius, issued 164-166, Rome mint, (2.67
g), obv. draped bust to right, around LVCILLAE AVG
ANTONINI AVG F, rev. V E N V S around, Venus standing
to left, holding apple and sceptre, (S.5491, RIC 784, RSC
70). Bright, good very fine, very scarce.
$140
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4221*
Crispina, wife of Commodus, (m. A.D.177), silver denarius,
Rome mint, issued 180-2, (3.26 g), obv. draped bust to
right of Crispina with hair bound up behind head, around
CRISPINA AVGVSTA, rev. DIS GENITALIBVS around,
large rectangular altar or enclosure, (S.5999, RIC 281, BMC
39, RSC 16). Bright, nearly extremely fine and a rare type.
$200

4225*
Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-211), silver denarius, Rome
mint, issued A.D. 209, (3.01 g), obv. laureate head of
Septimius Severus to right, around SEVERVS PIVS AVG, rev.
around P M TR P XVII COS III P P, Jupiter, naked but for
cloak over shoulder, standing half left between two children,
(Caracalla and Geta), Jupiter holds thunderbolt and sceptre,
(S.6345, RIC 226, RSC 525). Good very fine.
$120

The 'Gods of Childbirth' are here invoked and although there is no record of
any offspring resulting from this marriage it must be assumed that the type
was issued in anticipation of the birth of an heir to the Antonine throne.

4222*
Pertinax, (A.D. 193), plated denarius, of a barbarous issue,
type issued A.D. 193, (3.10 g), obv. laureate head of Pertinax
to right, around garbled legend to represent [IMP CAES P
HELV PERTIN AVG], rev. around OPI DIVIN [TR P] COS
II, Ops seated to left holding two corn ears and left hand
resting on throne, (cf.S.6045, cf.RIC 8a, cf.RSC.33). Porous
flan, base metal showing through in places under silver wash,
very fine/good fine and very rare.
$150

4226*
Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-211), AE as, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 210 (11.31 g), obv. laureate head of Septimius
Severus to right, around SEVERVS PIVS AVG, rev. around
P M TR P XVIII COS III P P, SC in exergue, Roma seated
to right holding palladium and spear, before her a kneeling
captive, (cf.S.6473, RIC 804, C.551-2). Full flan, slightly
off centred on the reverse, dark patination, nearly very fine,
a rare type.
$220
Ex L.P.Messenger Sale, Glendinings, London, November 21, 1951 (lot
186 (part), and the Cornelius C. Vermeule III Collection, sold in Triton
III (lot 1716 part) for the benefit of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts with
his ticket.

4223*
Clodius Albinus, (A.D. 195-197), silver denarius, Rome
mint issued A.D. 194, (3.60 g), obv. bare head of Clodius
Albinus to right, around D CLOD SEPT [ALB]IN CA[ES],
rev. around MINER [PA CI]F COS II, Minerva standing to
left holding spear shield and olive branch, (S.6144, BMC 98,
RIC 7, RSC 48). Light grey patina, nearly very fine, weak
on legends as usual and very scarce.
$200

4227*
Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-217),
silver denarius, issued 194, Alexandria mint, (2.43 g),
obv. draped bust to right of Julia Domna, around IVLIA
AVGVSTA, rev. Venus standing to left, holding apple and
left hand drawing out fold of her drapery, around VENVS
FELIX, (cf.S.6608, cf.RIC 580 [Severus], cf.RSC 198).
Nearly very fine/fine and very rare.
$140
Ex Roger A. Bickford-Smith Collection (CNG Auction 47 lot 1768 part).

4224*
Clodius Albinus, (A.D. 195-197), AE sestertius, Rome
mint issued A.D. 194, (22.62 g), obv. bare head of Clodius
Albinus to right, around [CL]OD SEPT ALBIN CAES, rev.
around CONCORDIA, S C across, Concordia seated to left
holding patera and double cornucopiae, (S.6148, RIC 62,
C.7). With edge knock on obverse, otherwise good fine/nearly
fine and rare.
$450

In the sale of the Bickford-Smith Collection lot 1766 illustrates the style of
this mint for an example of this type. CNG notes although not listed in RIC
or RSC this is the most common of the Alexandrian mint denarii. BickfordSmith studied the Alexandria and other Eastern mint issues and published his
findings in 'The Imperial Mints in the East for Septimius Severus' in Rivista
Italiana 1994/1995. In the Reka Devnia hoard containing 3,409 examples of
Julia Domna there were no examples noted for this type. They were probably
confused with the similar issues from Rome mint.
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4228*
Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-217),
silver denarius, issued 203, Rome mint, (3.49 g), obv. draped
bust to right of Julia Domna, around IVLIA AVGVSTA,
rev. Pietas standing to left both hands raised in invocation,
altar at feet, around PIETAS PVBLICA, (S.6601, RIC 574
[Severus], RSC 156). Good very fine.
$100

4232*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver antoninianus issued 215,
Rome mint, (5.26 g), obv. radiate bust to right of Caracalla,
draped around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG GERM, rev. Sarapis
standing left, holding sceptre and raising right hand, around
P M TR P XVIII COS IIII P P, (S.6772, RIC 263d, RSC 295).
Extremely fine, with trace of mint bloom, scarce.
$150

4229
Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-217),
silver denarius, issued 203, Rome mint, (3.42 g), obv. draped
bust to right of Julia Domna, around IVLIA AVGVSTA,
rev. Pietas standing to left both hands raised in invocation,
altar at feet, around PIETAS PVBLICA, (S.6601, RIC 574
[Severus], RSC 156). Very fine.
$60
Ex Collection of Barry Allen Jones with ticket from M.R.Roberts.

4233*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver antoninianus issued 216,
Rome mint, (4.360 grams), obv. radiate bust to right of
Caracalla, draped around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG GERM,
rev. Sarapis standing left, holding sceptre and raising right
hand, around P M TR P XVIIII COS IIII P P, (cf.S.6772, RIC
280d, RSC 349b). Nearly extremely fine, scarce.
$200
4230*
Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-217),
silver denarius, Rome mint, issued 213, (3.06 g), obv. draped
bust to right of Julia Domna, around IVLIA PIA FELIX AVG,
rev. Vesta standing to left, holding Palladium and sceptre,
around VESTA, (S.7108, RIC 390 [Caracalla], RSC 230).
Nearly extremely fine.
$100
4234*
Caracalla, (as Caesar), (A.D. 198-217), silver denarius,
issued 196, Rome mint, (2.99 g), obv. bare head to right of
Caracalla, around M AVR ANTO NINVS CAES, rev. lituus,
apex, bucranium and simpulum, around SEVERI AVG PII
FIL, (S.6679, RIC 4, RSC 587). Slightly short on flan, portrait
nearly extremely fine, otherwise good very fine and scarce.
$100
4231*
Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-211),
AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued A.D. 196-211 (13.89,
g), obv. draped bust of Julia Domna to right, around IVLIA
AVGVSTA, rev. around VENVS VICTRIX, SC across field,
Venus half naked standing to left holding helmet and palm,
leaning on a column, before her a shield, (S.6649, RIC 890,
C.-, example in BM). With a very large and full flan, some
surface pitting on the reverse, a bronze Tiber patination,
portrait extremely fine, otherwise very fine, and a very rare
type.
$300

4235*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver denarius, issued 201,
Rome mint, (3.39 g), obv. laureate bust to right of Caracalla,
around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG, rev. two captives seated
below trophy, around PART MAX P ONT TR P III, (S.6853,
BMC 262-3, RIC 54, RSC 175). Round well centred flan,
very fine and very scarce.
$100

Ex Sotheby Sale 1896 (odd lot), London, and the Cornelius C. Vermeule III
Collection, sold in Triton III (lot 1716 part) for the benefit of the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts with his ticket.
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4236*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver denarius, issued 203,
Rome mint, (3.34 g), obv. laureate bust draped to right of
Caracalla, around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG, rev. Virtus or
Roma standing to left, holding Victory and spear, around
VIRTVS AVGG, (S.6903, BMC 211, RIC 149, RSC 665a).
Lightly toned, good very fine, scarce.
$100

4240*
Geta, (A.D. 209-212), silver denarius, issued 210-212, Rome
mint, (3.16 g), obv. laureate head to right of Geta, around P
SEPT GETA PIVS AVG BRIT, rev. Genius standing half left,
holding patera and sacrificing over altar, around PONTIF
TR P II COS II, (cf.S.7249, BMC G49, RIC 70a, RSC 139).
Lightly toned, well centred, nearly extremely fine.
$120

4241*
Macrinus, (A.D. 217-218), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.08
g), issued A.D. 217, obv. bearded Macrinus laureate cuirassed
bust to right, around IMP C M OPEL SEV MACRINVS
AVG. rev. Felicitas standing half left holding caduceus and
cornucopiae, around FELICITAS TEMPORVM, (S.7331,
RIC 15a, RSC 59). Bright, extremely fine or better and
rare.
$300

4237*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver denarius, issued 213, Rome
mint, (3.22 g), obv. laureate head to right of Caracalla,
around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG BRIT, rev. Caracalla
standing to right in military dress, two standards behind,
around PROFECTIO AVG, (S.6876, RIC 225, RSC 508).
Slight flan chip with some hoard patination, otherwise toned,
good very fine.
$80

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 330 coins of
Macrinus, with 28 coins of this variety.

4238*
Plautilla (wife of Caracalla), (c.A.D. 202-205), silver
denarius, issued 202, (2.30 g), Laodicea mint, obv. draped
bust of Plautilla to right, around PLAVTILLAE AVGVSTAE,
rev. Concordia seated to left, holding patera and double
cornucopiae, around CONCORDIAE, (S.7067, RIC 370,
RSC 7). Bright, flan crack otherwise well centred and
extremely fine, scarce.
$150

4242*
Macrinus, (A.D. 217-218), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.35 g), issued A.D. 218, obv. bearded Macrinus laureate
cuirassed bust to right, around IMP C M OPEL SEV
MACRINVS AVG., rev. Providentia standing to left, holding
rod and cornucopiae, globe at feet, around PROVIDENTIA
DEORVM, (S.7361, RIC 80, RSC 108b). Toned, extremely
fine and rare.
$300

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 507 coins of Plautilla
and only 18 coins of this variety.

The Reka Devnia Hoard contained 81,044 silver coins, including 330 issues
of Macrinus and 17 of this variety.

4239*
Geta, (A.D.209-212), issued as Caesar 203, silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.17 g), obv. P SEPT GETA CAES PONT,
bare-headed bust draped to right, rev. around FELICITAS
PVBLICA, Felicitas standing frontal. head to left, holding
caduceus and cornucopiae, (S.7173, BMC 220 note, RIC
9b, RSC 38a). Nearly extremely fine and very scarce in this
condition.
$160

4243*
Macrinus, (A.D. 217-218), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.05
g), issued A.D. 217, obv. bearded Macrinus laureate cuirassed
bust to right, around IMP C M OPEL SEV MACRINVS
AVG. rev. Felicitas standing to left, holding sceptre and
caduceus, around VOTA PVBL P M TR P, (S.7369, RIC 6,
RSC 147a). Dark tone, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$200

Ex Marc Melcher Collection.

Ex Dolphin Coins, London, June 15, 1992.
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4247*
Elagabalus, (A.D. 218-222), silver denarius, Antioch
mint, issued A.D. 219-220, (3.10 g), obv. laureate bust
of Elagabalus draped and cuirassed to right, around IMP
ANTO NINVS AVG, rev. around SPEI PERPETVAE, Spes
advancing to left, holding flower and lifting skirt, (S.7547,
RIC 199, RSC 273). Light tone, off centred reverse, good
very fine.
$80

4244*
Macrinus, (A.D. 217-218), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.42
g), issued A.D. 218, obv. bearded Macrinus laureate draped
bust to right, around IMP C M OPEL SEV MACRINVS
AVG. rev. Aequitas standing to left, holding cornucopiae
and scales, around AEQVIT AS AVG, (S.7329, RIC 53, RSC
2b). Lightly toned, off centred obverse, otherwise extremely
fine and rare.
$200

Ex Chris Martin, London, May 15, 1984.

In the Reka-Devnia hoard which contained 330 denarii of Macrinus only
22 were of this variety.

4248*
Julia Maesa, grandmother of Elagabalus, (A.D. 218-222),
silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.21 g), obv. draped bust of Julia
Maesa to right, around IVLIA MAESA AVG, rev. PIETAS
AVG, Pietas standing to left, sacrificing over altar and holding
box of incense, (S.7754, RIC 263, [Elagabalus], RSC 29).
Extremely fine and scarce.
$150

4245*
Diadumenian as Caesar, (A.D. 217-218), silver denarius,
Rome mint, issued A.D. 217-218, (2.26 g), obv. bare
headed bust of Diadumenian draped to right, around M
OPEL ANT DIADVMENIAN CAES, rev. around PRINC
IVVENTVTIS Diadumenian standing to left holding baton
and two standards in right hand, (S.7448, RIC 108, RSC
14a). Porous surface, otherwise very fine and rare.
$300

Ex McHugh Collection. The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins
contained 1,141 coins of Julia Maesa, but only 110 coins of this variety.

4249*
Julia Maesa, grandmother of Elagabalus, (c.A.D.218-222),
silver denarius, Rome mint, issued 218-220, (3.04 g), obv.
draped bust to right, IVLIA MAESA AVG, rev. PVDICITIA,
Pudicitia seated to left, drawing out veil from shoulder and
holding a sceptre, (S.7756, BMC 76, RIC 268, RSC 36).
Nearly extremely fine.
$150

4246*
Diadumenian as Caesar, (A.D. 217-218), AE as, Rome
mint, issued A.D. 217-218, (9.39 g), obv. bare headed
bust of Diadumenian draped to right, around M OPEL
ANTONINVS DIADVMENIAN CAES, rev. around PRINC
IVVENTVTIS, SC in exergue, Diadumenian standing to
left holding standard in right hand, two standards to right
(S.7456, RIC 212, C.9, BMCRE 159). Porous flan, portrait
very fine, otherwise deeply toned, good fine and rare.
$150

Ex Baldwin's Auctions Sale 19, May 4, 1999, (lot 99 part).
The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 1141 coins of Julia
Maesa, with 547 coins of this variety, representing by far the commonest
type.

Ex Noble Numismatics sale 66, (lot 3656), and previously from the Cornelius
C. Vermeule III Collection, sold in Triton III, New York, December 1999,
(lot 1716 part) for the benefit of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.

4250*
Julia Maesa, grandmother of Elagabalus, (c.A.D.218-222),
silver denarius, Rome mint, issued 218-220, (2.99 g), obv.
draped bust to right, IVLIA MAESA AVG, rev. PVDICITIA,
Pudicitia seated to left, drawing out veil from shoulder and
holding a sceptre, (S.7756, BMC 76, RIC 268, RSC 36).
Struck on a broad flan, bright, nearly extremely fine with
traces of mint bloom, includes collector's ticket.
$120
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4255*
Severus Alexander, (A.D.222-235), silver denarius, issued
231, Rome mint, (2.95 g), obv. laureate bust to right, draped
and cuirassed, around IMP ALEXAN DER PIVS AVG, rev.
P M TR P X COS III P P, Sol standing facing head to left,
holding globe and raising right hand, (S.7913, RIC 109, RSC
411a). Extremely fine/good very fine.
$120

4251*
Julia Maesa, grandmother of Elagabalus, (c.A.D.218-225),
silver denarius, Rome mint, issued 218-220, (2.86 g), obv.
draped bust to right, IVLIA MAESA AVG, rev. PVDICITIA,
Pudicitia seated to left, drawing out veil from shoulder and
holding a sceptre, (S.7756, BMC 76, RIC 268, RSC 36).
Good very fine.
$100

4256*
Severus Alexander, (A.D.222-235), silver denarius, issued
231, Antioch mint, (4.17 g), obv. laureate draped bust to
right, around IMP SEV ALEXAND AVG, rev. VICTORIA
AVG, Victory running to right, holding wreath, (cf.S.7930,
RIC 302, RSC 561a). Good very fine and scarce.
$80

4252*
Severus Alexander, (A.D.222-235), silver denarius, issued
222, Rome mint, (3.41 g), obv. laureate bust to right, draped
and cuirassed, around IMP C M AVR SEV ALEXAND AVG,
rev. P M TR P COS P P Mars standing to left, holding olive
branch and spear, no star in field, (S.7890, cf.RIC 262,
BMC 28 note, RSC 206a). Bright, nearly extremely fine
and rare.
$80

An unusually heavy issue for this ruler, lot comes with dealer ticket.

Ex Collection of Barry Allen Jones with ticket from Rome dealer.

4257*
Severus Alexander, (A.D. 222-235), AE sestertius, Rome
mint, issued A.D. 231-235, (20.71 g), obv. laureate bust
of Severus Alexander to right draped and cuirassed,
around IMP ALEXAN DER PIVS AVG, rev. around IOVIS
PROPVGNATOR, S C across field, Jupiter walking left and
looking back holding thunderbolt, (cf.S.7967, RIC 634,
C.91). Light brown tone, good very fine and very scarce.
$300

4253*
Severus Alexander, (A.D.222-235), silver denarius, issued
224, Rome mint, (2.93 g), obv. laureate bust to right, around
IMP C MAVR SEV ALEXAND AVG, rev. P M TR P IIII
COS P P, Alexander standing to left, holding globe and spear,
(S.7897, RIC 44, RSC 256). Nearly extremely fine.
$100

Ex Serge Boutin, Paris, December 21, 1951 (200 FFr) and Cornelius C.
Vermeule III, whose collection was sold in Triton III (lot 1719 part) for the
benefit of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, with his ticket.

4258
Severus Alexander, (A.D. 222-235), AE sestertius, Rome
mint, issued A.D. 231-235, (19.18 g), obv. laureate bust
draped and cuirassed of Severus Alexander to right, around
IMP ALEXANDER PIVS AVG, rev. Mars advancing to right,
holding spear and shield, around MARS VLTOR, S C in field,
(S.7979, RIC 635c, C.163). Dark brown patina, very fine.
$200

4254*
Severus Alexander, (A.D.222-235), silver denarius, issued
226, Rome mint, (2.95 g), obv. laureate bust to right, draped,
around IMP C M AVR SEV ALEXAND AVG, rev. PAX
AVG, Pax running to left, holding olive-branch and sceptre,
(S.7887, RIC 165, RSC 183). Good very fine.
$100

4259
Severus Alexander, (A.D. 222-235), AE dupondius, Rome
mint, issued A.D. 228, (10.62 g), obv. radiate head of
Severus Alexander to right, around IMP SEV ALE XANDER
AVG, rev. around RESTITVTOR MON, S C across field,
Alexander in military attire standing to left, his right hand
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extended resting on spear in left hand, (S.8052, RIC 601,
C.517); Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), AE as, Rome mint,
issued 241-3, (11.47 g), obv. laureate bust right, around IMP
GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, rev. AETERNITATI AVG,
sol standing left, holding globe, (S.8773, RIC 297b, C.44);
Gallienus, (A.D. 253-268), AE as, Rome mint, (10.85 gram),
issued 257-8, obv. laureate cuirassed bust of Gallienus to
right, around IMP C P L[IC GAL]LIENVS P F AVG, rev. Sol
standing left, around ORIENS AVGG, S C across field, (cf.
S.10521, cf.RIC 273, cf.C.712). Last coin with a deep green
patination, fine and very rare, the obverse legend unpublished
for this reverse, others very fine, first with die crack. (3)
$220

4263*
Maximinus I, (A.D. 235-238), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(2.65 g), issued 236-8, obv. MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG GERM,
laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right, rev. VICTORIA
GERM, Victory standing to left, holding wreath, captive
at feet, (S.8318, RIC 23, RSC 107). Lightly toned, surface
roughness, otherwise good very fine, scarce.
$100

Ex Kirk Davis Claremont CA for the second coin with their ticket and the
last coin from the Sir Charles Oman Collection, Christie's, February 7, 1968
(lot 196 part) and a duplicate from the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and
from Noble Numismatics Sale 60 (lot 2231).

4264*
Balbinus, (A.D. 238), silver antoninianus, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 238, (4.96 g), obv. radiate bust of Balbinus to
right, around IMP CAES D CAEL BALBINVS AVG, rev.
clasped hands, around CONCORDIA, (S.8484, RIC 10,
RSC 3, BMC 67). Toned, extremely fine with trace of mint
bloom, rare.
$1,200

4260*
Julia Mamaea, mother of Severus Alexander, (A.D.222235), silver denarius, issued c.232, Rome mint, (2.87 g),
obv. draped bust to right of Julia Mamaea, IVLIA MA
MAEA AVG around, rev. FECVND AVGVSTAE, Fecunditas
standing to left, extending right hand over child, standing
right, Fecunditas holding cornucopiae, (S.8207, RIC 331,
RSC 5). Nearly extremely fine and rare as such.
$150

Ex Classical Numismatic Group Auction XXXIII, March 15, 1995 (lot
929) with ticket.

Ex McHugh Collection.

The joint emperors Pupienus and Balbinus reintroduced the double
denarius or antoninianus denomination, which had been discontinued by
Elagabalus two decades earlier. Whatever their motives in so doing, this
proved to be an act of momentous consequence, for the new coin rapidly
drove out of circulation the silver denarius, which had been the mainstay
of the currency system for the past 450 years. The issue of antoniniani by
both rulers concentrated exclusively on the theme of harmony between the
Augusti, an expression of hope rather than a commemoration of the true
state of affairs.

4261*
Julia Mamaea, mother of Severus Alexander, (A.D.222-235),
silver denarius, issued c.226, Rome mint, (2.98 g), obv.
diademed and draped bust to right of Julia Mamaea, IVLIA
MA MAEA AVG around, rev. VESTA, Vesta standing halfleft holding palladium and sceptre, (S.8217, RIC 360, RSC
76). Slight surface pitting, otherwise deeply toned, nearly
extremely fine, with collector's ticket.
$100

4265*
Balbinus, (238 A.D.), AE sestertius, (16.61 g), obv. laureate
draped cuirassed bust right, around IMP CAES D CAEL
BALBINVS AVG, rev. CONCORDIA AVGG around, SC
in exergue, Concordia seated to left, holding patera and
double cornucopiae, (S.8494, RIC 22, C.4, BMC 18). Very
fine/good fine and scarce.
$550

4262*
Maximinus I, (A.D. 235-238), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.05 g), issued 237, obv. MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG GERM,
laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right of Maximinus,
rev. P M TR P III COS P P, Maximinus to left between two
military standards holding a spear, (S.8313, RIC 5, RSC 64).
Toned, extremely fine/nearly extremely fine.
$150
Ex McHugh Collection.
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4266*
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued 241, (2.70 g), obv. laureate bust right, around IMP
GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, rev. PM TR P III COS II P P,
around, with Gordian standing to right holding transverse
spear and globe, (S.8680, RIC 115, RSC 243). Nearly
extremely fine.
$100

4269*
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), AE sestertius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 242-4 (21.4 g), obv. laureate draped and cuirassed bust
of Gordian III to right, around IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL
AVG, rev. around SECVRITAS AVG, SC in exergue, Securitas
seated left, holding a sceptre and propping head on left hand,
(S.8739, RIC 311a, C.333). With a brown patination, nearly
very fine and a scarce reverse type.
$200
Ex Cornelius C. Vermeule III Collection, sold in Triton III (lot 1722 part) for
the benefit of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts with his ticket.

4267*
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), AE sestertius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. c.240 (22.3 g), obv. laureate draped and cuirassed
bust of Gordian III to right, around IMP GORDIANVS PIVS
FEL AVG, rev. around VIRTVS AVG, SC across field, Virtus,
helmeted, in military dress, standing facing with head to left,
holding branch and spear, shield resting against right foot,
(cf.S.8747, RIC 293a, C.390). On a large flan, with attractive
black patina, good very fine and rare in this condition.
$400

4270*
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), AE as, Rome mint, issued A.D.
241-2 (11.50 g), obv. laureate draped and cuirassed bust of
Gordian III to right, around IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL
AVG, rev. around PONTIFEX MAX TR P III COS [PP], SC
in exergue, Gordian togate standing to right accompanied
by soldier, receiving globe from Roma, helmeted, who sits
holding a spear, between them, soldiers holding standard,
(S.8797, RIC 296b, C.286). Slightly off centred on the
reverse, dark patina, good fine and a very rare type.
$200

Ex S.Boutin, Paris stock 5 January 1953 (1000 Fr) to Cornelius C. Vermeule
III, who sold in Triton III (lot 1722 part) for the benefit of the Boston Museum
of Fine Arts with his ticket and Boutin's ticket.

Ex A.H.Baldwin (Baldwin's) London, August 1954 to Cornelius C. Vermeule
III, who sold in Triton III (lot 1722 part) for the benefit of the Boston Museum
of Fine Arts with his ticket.

4271
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), silver antoninianus, Rome mint,
(3.26 g), obv. radiate bust right, rev. VIRTVS AVG around,
Virtus standing left, (S.8668, RIC 6, RSC 381); Philip I,
(A.D. 244 - 249), antoninianus, (3.91 g), obv. radiate bust
right, rev. PAX AETERN around, Pax standing left, (S.8939,
RIC 40b, RSC 103); Philip II as Caesar, (A.D. 247-249),
antoninianus, (3.98 g), obv. radiate bust right, rev. PRINCIPI
IVVENT, Philip II standing left holding globe and spear,
(S.9240, RIC 218d, RSC 48). All good very fine - extremely
fine, last scarce. (3)
$180

4268*
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), AE sestertius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 241-2 (30.7 g), obv. laureate draped and cuirassed bust
of Gordian III to right, around IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL
AVG, rev. around P M TR P IIII COS II P P, SC in exergue,
Apollo seated to left holding branch and resting left elbow
on lyre, (cf.S.8732, RIC 302, cf.C.251). On a very heavy
flan of medallic size, with a light brown patina, otherwise
nearly very fine and a scarce reverse type.
$220

4272
Philip I, (A.D. 244-249), silver antoninianus, Rome mint,
(3.26 g), obv. radiate bust right, IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS
AVG, rev. PM TR P III COS P P, Felicity standing left,
(S.8944, RIC 3, RSC 124). Some minor adhesion, otherwise
extremely fine.
$100

Ex Cornelius C. Vermeule III Collection, sold in Triton III (lot 1722 part) for
the benefit of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts with his ticket.

Ex Puttick & Simpson, 1896 part of a lot with an old ticket, and Cornelius
C. Vermeule III Collection of Boston USA.
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4277*
Herennia Etruscilla, (wife of Trajan Decius), (A.D. 249-251),
silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued 250, (4.06 grams),
obv. diademed draped bust to right on crescent, around HER
ETRVSCILLA AVG, rev. Pudicitia standing to left drawing
veil from face holding transverse sceptre, around PVDICITIA
AVG, (S.9494, RIC 58b, RSC 17). Struck on a broad flan,
slightly weak on reverse, otherwise of good weight and
metal, bright extremely fine with some mint bloom, includes
collector's ticket.
$100

4273*
Philip I, (A.D. 244-249), AE sestertius, Rome mint, (19.44
g), issued 247-9, obv. laureate draped and cuirassed
bust to right, around IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG, rev.
Annona standing left, modius at feet, holding corn ears and
cornucopia, around ANNONA AVGG, S C across the field,
(S.8990, RIC 168a, C.26). About as struck, extremely fine,
dark green patina.
$600
Ex Classical Numismatic Group Triton I Sale, December 1997 (lot 1606).

4274
Philip I, (A.D. 244-249), silver antoninianus, Rome mint,
issued 247-9, (4.19 g), obv. radiate bust to right, around
IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Aequitas standing to left
holding cornucopiae and scales, around AEQVITAS AVGG,
(S.2551, RIC 27b, RSC 9); Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251),
silver antoninianus, Rome mint, (3.29 g), obv. radiate draped
bust to right, around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG,
rev. Dacia standing left with staff, around DACIA, (S.2695,
RIC 12b, RSC 16). Extremely fine; good very fine. (2)
$100

4278*
Hostilian, as Caesar (A.D. 251), billon antoninianus, Rome
mint, (4.96 g), obv. radiate bust of Hostilian to right, C
VALENS HOSTIL MES QVINTVS N C around, rev. MARTI
PROPVGNATORI around, Mars advancing to right, holding
shield and spear, (S.9555, RIC 177B, RSC 15). Toned, nearly
extremely fine and very scarce.
$200
Ex McHugh Collection.

4275*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, Rome
mint, (4.54 g), obv. radiate draped bust to right, around
IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev. Dacia standing
left with staff, around DACIA, (S.9368, RIC 12b, RSC 16).
Extremely fine/good very fine with light grey tone.
$100

4279*
Gallienus, (A.D. 253-268), billon antoninianus, issued 257-8,
(3.85 g), Cologne mint, obv. around GALLIENVS P F AVG,
radiate and cuirassed bust left, holding spear and shield,
rev. GERMANICVS MAX V, two captives seated at foot of
trophy, (S.10225, RIC 18, RSC 310, Hunter 51). Attractive
patina, very fine or better, scarce.
$80
4280
Salonina, wife of Gallienus, (died A.D. 268), billon
antoninianus, Cologne mint, (3.65 g), obv. diademed veiled
and draped bust of Salonina to right on crescent, around
SALONINA AVG, rev. Venus seated left, extending right
hand to child (or Cupid) at feet, around VENVS FELIX,
(S.10655, RIC 7, RSC 115); Severina, wife of Aurelian,
(A.D. 270-275), billon antoninianus, Antioch mint, (3.94 g),
obv. diademed and draped bust of Severina to right, around
SEVERINA AVG, rev. around CONCORDIAE MILITVM,
Concord standing to left holding two standards, S to left,
in exergue XXI, (S.11706, RIC 20, C.7). Fine - nearly very
fine, second coin pitted, with collector's tickets. (2)
$80

4276*
Herennia Etruscilla, (wife of Trajan Decius), (A.D. 249-251),
silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued 250, (3.97 g), obv.
diademed draped bust to right on crescent, around HER
ETRVSCILLA AVG, rev. Pudicitia seated to left drawing veil
from face holding transverse sceptre, around PVDICITIA
AVG, (S.9494, RIC 58b, RSC 17). Struck on a broad flan,
delightful grey patina, good extremely fine.
$150
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4286*
Allectus, (A.D. 293-296), billon quinarius, Colchester or
'Camulodunum' mint, obv. radiate and cuirassed bust of
Allectus to right, around IMP C ALLECTVS P F AVG, rev.
LAETITIA AVG, galley to left, QC in exergue, (cf.S.13865,
RIC 124, Burnett 215). Nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$150

4281*
Postumus, (A.D. 259-268), base silver antoninianus, Cologne
mint, (3.47 g), issued 265-268, obv. radiate bust of Postumus
to right, around IMP C POSTVMVS P F AVG, rev. Mercury
standing to left, head facing holding purse and caduceus,
MERCVRIO FELICI around, (S.10960, RIC 313, RSC 192).
Silvered, extremely fine, very scarce.
$120
4282
Vabalathus and Aurelian, (A.D. 271-2), billon antoninianus,
(3.08 g), obv. VABALATHVS V C R IM D R around, laureate
draped and cuirassed bust to right of Vabalathus, rev. IMP
C AVRELIANVS AVG around, radiate and cuirassed bust
to right of Aurelian, Γ below, (S.11718, RIC 381, C.1). Very
fine/good fine and scarce.
$80

4287*
Galerius Maximian, as Caesar, (A.D. 293-305), AE follis,
Heraclea mint, issued A.D. 297-8, (9.34 g), obv. laureate
head of Galerius to right, around GAL VAL MAXIMIANVS
NOB CAES, rev. around GENIO POPV L I ROMANI,
Genius standing to left, holding patera and cornucopiae, in
exergue HTS, (S.14372, RIC 20b). With complete silvering,
uncirculated and very rare as such.
$250

Ex I.S.Wright, April 18, 1997.

4283*
Probus, (A.D. 276-282), base antoninianus, Siscia mint (4.06
g), obv. radiate helmeted cuirassed bust to left of Probus,
holding spear and shield, around VIRTVS PROBI AVG,
rev. Pax standing to left holding olive branch and transverse
sceptre, around, PAX A VG VSTI, T to left, in exergue VXXI,
(S.-, RIC -). Darkly toned, broad flan, extremely fine and
apparently unpublished.
$100

4288*
Galerius Maximian, as Augustus, (A.D. 305-311), AE
follis, Heraclea mint, issued A.D. 305-6, (8.12 g), obv.
laureate head of Galerius to right, around IMP C GAL
VAL MAXIMIANVS P F AVG, rev. around GENIO POPV
L I ROMANI, Genius standing to left, holding patera and
cornucopiae, in exergue HTS, (S.14542, RIC 24b). With
much silvering, good extremely fine and rare as such.
$180

Ex Colonial Coins, Brisbane August 7, 1991.

4284
Carausius, (A.D. 287-293), billon antoniniani, various mints,
obv. radiate cuirassed bust of Carausius to right, around
legend, rev. various reverses, mostly Pax type, also Salus etc,
(cf.S.3562, 3563[£125, £150]). Very good - good fine. (7)
$180
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 73 (lot 3677).

4289*
Galerius Maximian, as Augustus, (A.D. 305-311), AE
follis, Heraclea mint, issued A.D. 308-9, (6.29 g), obv.
laureate head of Galerius to right, around IMP C GAL
VAL MAXIMIANVS P F AVG, rev. around GENIO IMP
E RATORIS, Genius standing to left with modius on head,
holding patera and cornucopiae, .HTΔ. in exergue, (cf.
S.14513, RIC 37a). Attractive, dark brown patina, nearly
extremely fine.
$80

4285*
Allectus, (A.D. 293-296), billon quinarius, Colchester or
'Camulodunum' mint, (2.69 g), obv. bust right, around IMP
C ALLECTVS P AVG, rev. VIRTVS AVG, galley left, Q C
in exergue, (S.3590, RIC 55). Dark green patina, extremely
fine and rare in this condition.
$200
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 87 (lot 4377), previously from David Miller,
London, 2001.

Ex Henry Chitwood Collection.
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4293
Constantius II, (A.D. 337-361), AE follis, issued 330-1,
Lugdunum mint, (2.30 g), obv. laureate cuirassed bust to
right, around F L IVL CONSTANTIVS NOB C, rev. two
trophies and two soldiers, around GLOR IA EXERC ITVS,
in exergue .PLG, (S.3951, RIC 245); another as Augustus,
Nicomedia mint, issued 351-5, (5.16 g), obv. laureate, draped
and cuirassed bust to right, around D N CONSTAN TIVS
P F AVG, rev. soldier spearing fallen horseman, FEL TEMP
REPARTIO AROUND, Γ to left in field, (S.4003, RIC 86);
Constantine II, (337-340) as Caesar, Thessalonica mint,
issued 324, (3.47 g), obv. laureate bust to left of Constantine
II, CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C around, rev. VOT X in
wreath around CAESARVM NOSTRORVM, in exergue
TSBVI, (S.3943, RIC 128). Very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$100

4290*
Maxentius, (A.D. 306-312), AE follis, Aquileia mint, issued
308-310, (6.62 g), obv. laureate head to right of Maxentius,
around IMP C MAXENTIVS P F AVG, rev. CONSERV VRB
SVAE around, AQP in exergue, Roma seated left within a
hexastyle temple, (S.14983, RIC 121a). Extremely fine.
$100
Ex Collection of Barry Allen Jones with ticket from M.R.Roberts.

Ex Salamanca Coins, Hobart, April 24, 1991 for last coin.

4294*
Vetranio, (A.D. 350), AE centenionalis, issued at Siscia mint,
(5.61 g), obv. bust of Vetranio with diadem, draped and
cuirassed to right, around D N VETRA NIO P F AVG, A
behind bust, star before bust, rev. CONCORDIA MILITVM
around, emperor in military dress head to left, holding
standard in each hand, with 'chi-rho' on banners, star above,
A to left in field, in exergue .ΔSIS, (S.4041, RIC 290). Good
very fine and rare.
$250

4291*
Licinius I, (A.D. 308-324), AE follis, issued early 313, (4.01
g), Siscia mint, obv. laureate head to right of Licinius, around
IMP LICINIVS P F AVG, rev. Jupiter standing left, leaning
on sceptre, holding Victory on globe, eagle with wreath
below, around IOVI CON SERVATORI AVGG NN, E to
right, SIS in exergue, (S.3799, RIC 231a [S]); another Rome
mint, (2.78 g), issued 314, obv. similar. rev. SOLI INV I
CTO COMITI, R F to left and right, R*P in exergue, Sol
radiate standing left, (S.3806, RIC 19). Brown patina, nearly
extremely fine. (2)
$100

4295*
Magnentius, (A.D.350-353), AE centenionalis, Arles mint,
(3.81 g), obv. D N MAGNEN TIVS P F AVG, bare headed
bust draped and cuirassed to right, A behind, rev. around
VICTORIAE DD NN AVG ET CAE. PAR in exergue, two
Victories standing facing each other holding shield inscribed
VOT V / MVL X, E/IS below, (S.4024, RIC 179). Dark tone,
good very fine and scarce.
$120

Ex B.A. Seaby London, August 15, 1980.

4292
Licinius I, (A.D. 308-324), AE follis, issued early 313, (3.61
g), Heraclea mint, obv. laureate head to right of Licinius,
around IMP C VAL LICIN LICINIVS P F AVG, rev. Jupiter
standing left, leaning on sceptre, holding Victory on globe,
eagle with wreath below, around IOVI CON SERVATORI
AVGG, Δ to right, SMHT in exergue, (S.3798, RIC 73);
another Alexandria mint, similar, (3.02 g), issued 321-4,
obv. similar. rev. similar with X/IIT in right field, SMALB in
exergue, (cf.S.3798, RIC 28). Brown patina, nearly extremely
fine; good fine. (2)
$80

Ex Antiquarius, New Zealand, August 12, 1999.

4296
Julian II, (A.D. 360-363), silver siliqua, Arles mint, (1.66 g),
obv. bearded bust of Julian to right, D N FL CL IVLI ANVS
P F AVG around, rev. VOT / X / MVLT/ XX in wreath,
[P]CONST in exergue, (S.4070, RIC 309, RSC 148e);
Honorius, (A.D. 393-423), silver siliqua, Milan mint, [1.05
g], obv. pearl-diademed bust to right, D N [HONORI] VS PF
AVG, rev. Roma seated facing head to left on cuirass, holding
globe and reversed spear, VIRTVS RO MANORVM around,
MDPS in exergue, (S.4250, RIC 32c, RSC 59b); and a cast
copy of Julian II. First two clipped, the first made round,
otherwise fine - very fine. (3)
$120

Ex B.A. Seaby London, August 15, 1980 for the first coin.
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4301*
Jovian, (A.D. 363-364), AE 19, Siscia mint, issued 363, (2.97
g), obv. laureate draped and cuirassed bust to right, around
D N IOVIAN VS P F AVG, rev. VOT V within wreath, in
exergue crescent ASISC,(S.4086, RIC 423). Nearly extremely
fine/good very fine and scarce.
$150

4297*
Jovian, (A.D. 363-364), AE 1, Thessalonica mint, issued
363-4, (7.60 g), obv. laureate draped and cuirassed bust to
right, around D N IOVIANV S P F P P AVG, rev. VICTORIA
ROMANORVM around, TESΓ. in exergue, emperor in
military dress standing facing head right, holding standard
with chi-rho on banner and Victory on globe, (S.4085, RIC
VII 235). Dark green patina, very fine and rare.
$200

Ex McHugh Collection.

4302*
Procopius, (A.D. 365-366), AE 3, Constantinople mint,
(2.82 g), obv. around D N PRO [COPIVS P F] AVG, laureate
cuirassed bust to left of Procopius, rev. Procopius standing
left with standard, around REPARATI [O FEL TEMP], in
exergue CONS, (S.4124, RIC 17a). Weak in places, otherwise
nearly very fine and very rare.
$100

4298*
Jovian, (A.D. 363-364), AE 19, Heraclea mint, issued 363,
(3.32 g), obv. laureate draped bust to left, around [D N
I]OVIAN VS P F AVG, rev. VOT V within wreath, HERACB
in exergue, (S.4086 [ 85], RIC 108). Brown patina, rough
edge, otherwise good very fine and rare.
$80

4303*
Valens, (A.D. 364-378), silver siliqua, Treveri mint, issued
A.D. c.367-375 (2.10 g), obv. pearl-diademed head of Valens
to right, around DN VALEN S PF AVG, rev. VRBS ROMA,
Roma seated to left on throne holding spear and Victory on
globe, TRPS in exergue, (S.4113, RIC 46a, RSC 110b). Grey
tone with golden patination on highlights, extremely fine.
$250
Ex McHugh Collection.

4299*
Jovian, (A.D. 363-364), AE 19, Heraclea mint, issued 363,
(2.60 g), obv. laureate draped bust to left, around [D N
I]OVIAN VS P F AVG, rev. VOT V within wreath, HERACB
in exergue, (S.4086, RIC 108). Brown patina, rough edge,
otherwise good very fine and rare.
$80

4304*
Valens, (A.D. 364-378), silver siliqua, Treveri mint, issued
A.D. c.367-375 (1.62 g), obv. pearl-diademed head of Valens
to right, around DN VALEN S PF AVG, rev. VRBS ROMA,
Roma seated to left on throne holding spear and Victory
on globe, TRPS. in exergue, (S.4113, RIC 46a, RSC 110a).
Grey tone, nearly extremely fine.
$150
Ex Collection of Barry Allen Jones.

4305
Ancient Roman, including Roman Republic, P. Cornelius
Sulla, (151 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.45 g), obv.
head of Roma to right, X behind, rev. Victory in biga to
right, P SVLA below, ROMA in exergue, (S.84, B.Cornelia
1, Cr.205/1, Syd.386); Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver
denarius, issued 126, Rome mint, (2.83 g), obv. laureate
head to right of Hadrian, drapery on left shoulder, around
HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS, rev. COS III around, Concordia
seated to left with patera, resting left elbow on Spes, (S.3475,
RIC 172, BMC 391, RSC 328); others include antonianii of
Valerian, Herennius Etruscus and Gallienus (2). Fine - very
fine. (6)
$100

4300*
Jovian, (A.D. 363-364), AE 19, Rome mint, issued 363, (2.21
g), obv. laureate draped bust to right, around D N IOVIA [N
VS P F] AVG, rev. VOT V/ MVLT XX within wreath, ROMA
P in exergue, (S.4087, RIC 334). Brown patina, rough edge,
otherwise very fine and rare.
$80
Ex David Miller, London, December 15, 1982.
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4311
Ancient Roman, assorted copper issues from mostly 4th
century, includes Byzantine (2), Roman Egypt, Alexandria,
billon tetradrachms (4) from Probus - Diocletian, billon
silver Salonina antoninianus, a few are packaged, mostly
as recovered from finds. Poor - fine, some with hoard
patination. (106)
$150

4306
Ancient Roman, Philip II, as Caesar (A.D. 244-249), silver
antoninianius, Rome mint, (4.24 g), issued 245-6, obv.
radiate draped and cuirassed bust to right, around M IVL
PHILIPPVS CAES, rev. Priestly emblems, around PIETAS
AVGVSTOR, (S.9239, RIC 215, RSC 32); Postumus,
(A.D. 259-268), Cologne mint, issued 262-265, billon
antoninianus, (3.74 g), obv. IMP C POSTVMVS P F AVG,
radiate draped bust to right of Postumus, rev. MONETA
AVG, Moneta standing left, holding scales and cornucopiae,
(S.10962, RIC 75, RSC 199); other issues of Probus, (3.46
g), rev. CLEMENTIA TEMP, Probus and Jupiter, (S.11960);
Constantine II, (3.80 g), issued 317, rev.SOLI INVICTO
COMITI, Sol standing left, PLN in exergue, London mint
(RIC 118); together with Thrace and Moesia, Vespasian Titus, from the period of Vespasian and Titus (A.D. 69-79;
79-81), (3.93g, 3.55 g), AE as with countermark of TI.C.A
within a rectangular punch, and AVG; TCVE (twice) on a
Dupondius of Augustus. Poor - good very fine. (6)
$100

4312
Ancient Roman, assorted copper issues from mostly 4th
century, includes a few from Nicaea, all as recovered from
finds in the Danube river region. Poor - fine, some with
hoard patination. (94)
$150
4313
Ancient Roman, assorted copper issues from mostly of the
3rd - 4th century over 500 grams in total weight, all appear
to be recovered from finds probably in the Danube river
region. Poor, many with hoard patination and corrosion.
(several 100)
$100

4307
Ancient Roman, assorted coins described in packets
including Hadrian AE as issued 129, rev. Roma to right,
holding spear and cornucopiae, (S.3683, RIC 716); Galerius,
AE post reform radiate, Alexandria mint, issued 305-7,
rev. Galerius receiving Victory from Jupiter, (S.14581);
Constantine I, AE follis, Rome mint, issued 316-7, rev. Sol
standing left, (S.16101); another URBS ROMA type, AE
follis Thessalonica mint, issued 330-333, rev. wolf and twins,
(S.16516); Constans, AE 20, Trier mint, issued 348-350, rev.
Phoenix on globe (RIC 232); Constantius II, AE 21, Trier
mint, issued 348-350, rev. Constantius on galley holding
phoenix, (RIC 214); Magnentius, AE 20, Trier mint, issued
350-3, rev. Magnentius galloping spearing enemy, (RIC 269);
Constantius Gallus, AE 20, Cyzicus mint, issued 351-4, rev.
soldier spearing fallen soldier, (RIC 99); another similar Siscia
mint (RIC 351); Jovian, AE 18, Sirmium mint, issued 363-4,
rev. wreath VOT V MVLT X, (RIC 120). Very fine or better,
a nice collector group. (10)
$150

4314
Italy, Caligula, (A.D. 37-41), Paduan cast medal, after
Giovanni Cavino, (20.3 g), obv. laureate head of Caligula
to left, around C CAESAR AVG GERMANICVS PON M
TR POT, rev. The three sisters, AGRIPPINA DRVSILLA
IVLIA around, S C in exergue, (Lawrence 9, Klawans 2);
Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), Paduan cast medal, after Giovanni
Cavino, (21.8 g), obv. laureate head of emperor Claudius
to right, around TI CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG P M T R P
IMP P P, rev. Triumphal arch surmounted by the equestrian
statue of Drusus between two trophies, across S C, around
NERO CLAVDIVS DRVSVS GERMAN IMP, (Lawrence 14,
Klawans 3). Fine or better. (2)
$100
4315
Roman, bronze fibula, (c.1st - 2nd century A.D.), length
65mm, with bronze hinged fibula, with iron pin, complete,
(cf.Lucien Lerat 113, Etlinder 21). With original hoard
patination and with some oxidation, fine.
$60

4308
Ancient Roman, a hoard of uncleaned with original hoard
patination of Roman denarii, includes issues of Titus, Trajan
(3), Hadrian (3) and Antoninus Pius (2). All can be attributed
with careful cleaning and appear to have no scarce issues
present otherwise mostly fine. (9)
$150

BYZANTINE SILVER & BRONZE

Believed to be from a find recovered in the Middle East some years ago.

4309
Ancient Roman, a small group containing issues from Trajan,
a dupondius issued 116 AD (S.3219), followed by a range of
issues from Commodus (sestertius), antoninianii of Claudius
II, Victorinus, Aurelian, Probus and folles of Diocletian,
Constantine I, Licinius I and AE 2 of Theodosius I. Very
good - extremely fine. (11)
$120
4316*
Anastasius I, (A.D.491-518), AE folles, post reform coinage
from 498, small size, Constantinople mint, (8.35 g), obv.
bust to right around D N ANASTASIVS P P AVG, rev. M,
cross above, CON in exergue, (S.14, DOC 16a, BMC 41,
T. 31, Ratto 354). Earthern patination, very fine and very
scarce in this condition.
$100

4310
Ancient Roman, assorted sestertii (6) including Claudius
rev. Spes with NCAPR block countermark, others of Trajan,
Antoninus Pius, Faustina Senior etc., Commodus dupondius
and a range of mostly 4th century copper including large
folles of Maximian and Galerius. Mostly good - very good
with some fine. (44)
$100
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4317
Byzantine coins, a small group of issues including folles
or forty nummi of Maurice Tiberius, Antioch, year 3,
another Constantinople year 2, (S.492, 532); Heraclius,
Constantinople year 2 (S.804), another year 8 (S.806),
another overstruck Nicomedia year 4, on a Maurice Tiberius
year 8 (S.834); another half follis Constantinople mint year
10 (S.814); a plated histamenon nomisma of Nicophorus III
(S.1882); an Arab-Byzantine follis of Fin struck at Yubna an
emergency military issue (p.71 Foss), cf.Foss 93-100; Greek
Imperial AE 23, from Antioch, Pisidia issued by Elagabalus,
rev. Tyche (Genius of the colony) standing left, (SNG France
1177, Krzyzanowska IX/31). Fair - nearly very fine. (9)
$100

4321*
Umayyad, Yazid II, (A.H. 101-105) (A.D. 720-724), gold
dinar, anonymous dinar, no mint name (but probably
Damascus mint), dated A.H. 104 = A.D. 722-723, (A.134,
BMC 30, W.223). Full flan, obverse and reverse scratches,
very fine and scarce.
$300

4322*
Abbasid, al-Rashid, (A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786-809), gold
dinar, no mint name but struck at Madinat al-Salam mint,
A.H. 192 = A.D. 808, with the additional 'H' on the reverse,
(A.218.4). With surface scratches and double striking,
otherwise good fine.
$250

4318*
Vandals, Gelimer, (530-534), silver fifty denarii (1.17 g), obv.
DN REX G [E]IIMIR, diademed draped and cuirassed bust
right, rev. D N/L in two lines across field, [cross above], all
within wreath), (MEC 1, 26; BMC Vandals 2). Good very
fine, struck on irregularly-shaped flan and very rare.
$400

ISLAMIC COINS
4323*
Egypt, Mamluk Sultans, al-Zahir Sayf al din Jaqmaq, (A.H.
842-857) (A.D. 1438-1453), gold ashrafi or dinar, Cairo
mint, date uncertain, (3.50 g), obv. & rev. four lines of legend
divided by three horizontal cables to left, (A.1006, Balog
736). Very fine and scarce.
$150
4319*
Umayyad, `Abd al-Malik, (A.H. 65-86) (A.D. 685-705), gold
dinar, anonymous dinar, no mint name (but Damascus mint),
dated A.H. 80 = A.D. 699-700, (A.125, BMC 4, W.190).
Very fine and scarce.
$350

4324*
Egypt, Mamluk Sultans, al-Zahir Sayf al din Jaqmaq, (A.H.
842-857) (A.D. 1438-1453), gold ashrafi or dinar, Cairo
mint, date uncertain, (3.40 g), obv. & rev. four lines of legend
divided by three horizontal cables to left, (A.1006, Balog
736). Fine, weak in places.
$100

One of the earliest dates of Islamic gold dinars.

4320*
Umayyad, al Walid I, (A.H. 86-96) (A.D. 705-715), gold
dinar, anonymous dinar, no mint name (but believed to be
Damascus mint), dated A.H. 92 = A.D. 711-712, (A.127,
W.204). Full flan, good very fine and scarce.
$350

4325*
Egypt, Mamluk Sultans, al-Zahir Sayf al din Jaqmaq, (A.H.
842-857) (A.D. 1438-1453), gold ashrafi or dinar, Cairo
mint, date uncertain, (3.40 g), obv. & rev. four lines of legend
divided by three horizontal cables to left, (A.1006, Balog
736). Fine, weak in places.
$100
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4333
India, Hyderabad, Mahbub Ali Khan II (1869-1911), silver
rupees 1307/23, 1317/33 (KM.Y.17), half rupee 1307/23,
(KM.Y.16), quarter rupees 1307/23, 1316/32, 1317/33,
1323/39. (KM.Y.15, 38.1); eighth rupees 1307, 13.., 12..,
(KM.Y3, 14); Mir Usman Ali Khan (1911-1948), silver
rupees 1335/7, 1343/14, 1361/32 [3], (KM.Y.53a, 63), half
rupees 1328/43 (rare), 1363/33, (KM.Y.39, 62), quarter
rupees 1362/33 [2], (KM.Y.61); 2 annas 1340/11, 1362/33
(KM.Y.50, 60); one annas (4), 1349, 1357, 1361, 1364 (KM.
Y.48, 49, 50), assorted AE base metal issues dub - half annas
(11). Very good - extremely fine. (36)
$200

INDIAN COINS
4326
India, Mogul silver rupees, Mohammad Shah 1719-1748,
Surat mint, yr.10 (KM.436.60); EIC, Bengal Presidency,
Murshidabad, yr.19, straight milling (KM.100), Straits
Settlements, AE quarter cent, 1845 (KM.1). Very fine extremely fine. (3)
$150
4327
India, Mogul silver rupees, Muhammad Shah (A.H.11311161), (A.D.1719-1748), silver rupees, Shahjahanabad mint,
RY 8 (2), 11, 17 (2), 18, 20, most only trace of AH date,
(KM.436.56). Fine, some with hoard patination. (7)
$100

4334
India, Kutch, Khengarji III (1875-1942), silver five kori,
1881, 1897, 1926, 1936, 1938 (KM.Y.37.5, 37.7, 53, 67,
75), two and a half kori, 1898, 1922, 1930 (KM.Y.36.1, 52,
52a), silver kori, 1923, 1934, 1936 (KM.Y.51, 59), silver
half kori 1930 (KM.Y.58), assorted copper issues from
trambiyo to three dokda (12), other issues earlier (2), and
issues of Vijayarajji (1942-1947), (5) bincluding silver kori
1944 (KM.Y.81); Indore, various copper issues (5). Fine
- uncirculated. (37)
$180

4328
India, Mogul silver rupees, Muhammad Shah (A.H.11311161), (A.D.1719-1748), silver rupees, Shahjahanabad
mint, RY 10, 12, 17 (3), 19, most only trace of AH date,
(KM.436.56); silver half rupees or kori of Kutch (3), Bhorajji
(1632-1645) (KM.12) - Gohadaji I (1715-1719) (KM.45)
Fine, some with hoard patination. (9)
$100
4329
India, Mogul rulers, a small range of issues from various
rulers, mostly silver rupees (18), issued in the 16th to early
19th century all housed in old packets poorly described
many from the 1930's; includes, Akbar, Shah Jahan, copy
of half rupee zodiacal of Jahangir (Cancer), and others too
Shah Alam II, also Gujarat silver (2), and EIC copper (11).
Mostly good - fine, several better. (31)
$150

4335
India, Mewar, Fatteh Singh (1884-1929), silver rupees 1928
(2), (KM.22.1); silver half rupees 1928 (2) (KM.21); silver
1928 fractions from 1/16th to 1/4 rupee (KM.18-20); copper
(3), British Protectorate Chitor mint, rupee and half rupee
(KM.C.25, 26), copper (2); Nawanagar, silver (2), copper
(5), (KM.2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 13, 14); Assam, Lakshmi Simha,
silver half rupee (KM.178); Bahawalpur, copper (3); Bundi
coper paisa (KM.Y15); Dungarpur, copper paisa, VS 1916
(KM.2). Fine - extremely fine. (30)
$120

4330
India, Alwar State, silver rupees, Queen Victoria, 1877, (Prid
994), 1878 (Prid 996), 1882 (2) (Prid 998), 1891 (Prid 1000),
(KM.45, 46). Very fine - extremely fine. (5)
$250
4331
India, Awadh, East India Company, silver rupees A.H.
1216/37 'he' Bareli, another A.H. 1218/37 'wa' Bareli,
(KM.52.3); Ghazi-ud-Din Haidar (1819-1827), A.H. 1241/7
(KM.165.2); Nasir-ud-Din Haidar (1827-1837), A.H.
1247/5 (KM.205.1); Muhammad Ali Shah (1837-1842),
A.H. 1254/1 (KM.316.1); Amjad Ali Shah (1842-1847),
A.H. 1258/1 and 1262/4 (KM.336); Wajid Ali Shah (18471856), A.H. 1264/2 (KM.365.1); copper falus 1237/3
(KM.155.2); another (KM.351.4) another uncertain date.
Fine - nearly extremely fine. (11)
$150

part

4336*
India, Native State, Mysore, Tipu Sultan (AM1215-1227,
A.D. 1787-1799), silver rupee, Patan mint, AM1216 date
reversed, RY 6, (1787), (KM.126) (2); Bikanir, silver rupee
1892 (KM.72); Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and Maldive Islands,
silver larins as short lengths of silver wire doubled in two
and made like a fish-hook, used from 16th - 19th century,
(Quiggin p.194ff text and illustration) (2); miscellaneous
other Islamic silver and copper mostly 18th-19th century
(7) including a small silver with obverse cockeral (illust.).
First two coins lightly toned and extremely fine; others fair
- very fine. (12)
$150

4332
India, Baroda, silver rupees (2) Sayaji Rao III (A.H.12921357, 1875-1938), VS 1949, VS 1955 (KM.Y.36, 36a);
copper two paisa VS 1942, 1947, 1948 (KM.Y32.2), paisa
VS 1941 (2) long hoof, VS 1941, VS 1946 short hoof,
(KM.31.1, 31.2); VS 1946 (KM.Y.30.2a); others (KM.C.21)
and half paisa A.H.1275 (KM.Y.6); Gwalior, copper coins
(12), Madho Rao (1886-1925 (KM.164, 169 [2], 171 [2],
172, KM.C.87); Jayaji Rao (1843-1886) (KM.143.1); Jivaji
Rao (1925-1948) (Km.176.1, 177, 179). Some cleaned,
nearly fine - extremely fine. (26)
$120
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4337
India, assorted native states, including Jaisalmir, silver rupee
year 22 (KM.10.3); Jaora, copper (3) (KM.10); Jodhpur,
silver rupee 1863 (KM.286); Maratha, copper from Satara
(KM.270); Orchha paisa 1211AH (KM.C25); Sikh Empire,
silver rupees (2) Amritsar VS 1884, 1886 (KM.20.1);
Porbandar, half kori year 78 (KM.C37); Pratabgarh, silver
rupee (KM.36), half rupee (KM.22), quarter rupee (KM.21)
and copper paisa (KM.40); Pudukkotta, (3) (KM.3, 4 and
6); Radhanpur, AE paisa (KM.Y.1, 2, 2a); Tonk, Ali Khan,
pice (KM.29, 29a); Miscellaneous coins including VOC
doits 1748 (2), 1790, 1802: New Zealand, Wanganui
Cosmopolitan Club 6d tokens (2) these unc. Mostly fine a
few better. (28)
$120

4342
India, British India, Bengal Presidency, silver rupee, Calcutta
Mint, plain edge with crescent, (issued 1830-1833) (KM.117);
half rupee, oblique milling, lacking private mark on top line
and with very large crescent (probably a jeweller's copy) (cf.
KM.97.1); quarter rupee, oblique milling (issued from 1793),
(KM.73). All toned, very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$80
Ex Spink Australia Sale 16 (lot 2140).

4343
India, British India, Bombay Presidency, silver fifth rupees
(KM.273) (5); Telicherry mint (17)99 (KM.276) (2); French,
Mahe, fifth rupees (1738-61) (Mitchener 1662-6) (10); others
(5); rupee and a Mysore bronze. Fine - extremely fine. (24)
$250
4344
India, British, William IIII, silver rupees of 1835, plain 9R +
10L bud, F incuse (4) all with bud, F incuse two leaves thick
letters, another plain 9R + 10L two leaves (Prid.40); thick
letters with bud; F incuse with bud, another plain with bud.
Fine - nearly extremely fine. (10)
$250

4338
India, an assortment of silver (14) mostly fractions including
Hyderabad (9), others (5), copper very mixed group of dump
types (40) including Mogul but with a few machined made
issues (12) from Baroda, Gwalior, Hyderabad, Indore, Kutch
etc, temple tokens (3) and other tokens (2) and a few others,
Nepal silver (1), Ceylon 13th century AE Massa issues (4),
Maldive Islands (5) and Tibet silver quarter rupee (KM.Y.1)
(VF and scarce). Fair - very fine. (60)
$100

4345*
India, British, Queen Victoria, rupees A/II 1874B, (Prid 142);
A/I 1883B (Prid 164) (2); C/I 1885B (Prid 170), 1886B (Prid
171), 1887B (Prid 172) (2); 1887B (Prid 173) (2); 1888B
(Prid 175); 1888B raised (Prid 174); 1889B (Prid 177), 1890B
(Prid 178), 1900B (Prid 186), (KM.473.2, 492). Fine - good
extremely fine. (14)
$400

4339
India, Native states, a range of issues from various states,
mostly silver rupees and fractions, issued in the 19th and
early 20th century all housed in old packets described
many from the 1930's; includes, Assam, Indore, Barada,
Hyderabad, Kotah, Jaipur, Jodhpur, Sikh and Kashmir etc.
Generally toned, mostly fine, several better. (77)
$300

part

4346*
India, British, Queen Victoria, rupees, 1882 dot (Bombay),
1888, 1900B (KM.492). Extremely fine - nearly uncirculated.
(3)
$100

4340*
India, British India, Bengal Presidency, in the name of Shah
Alam II, mint name Murshidabad 1769-1790 gold mohur of
190.7 grains AH 1184, regnal yr 11 = 1769 (Pr.20; KM.94).
Good very fine and rare.
$1,000
Ex J.W.Winkley Collection.

4347
India, British, George V, sovereign, 1918I (KM.525A).
Extremely fine.
$300

4341
India, British India, Bengal Presidency, year 19 silver rupee
oblique milling (KM.99) another quarter rupee 1204/45
(KM.75); Madras Presidency two fanam (KM.350); various
copper (6); Sumatra, British United East India Company
1787 and 1202AH two kepings (KM.258); Burma, silver
mu CS 1214 (1852), (KM.7.1); Cambodia, AE two pe (2),
(KM.11). Very good - good very fine. (13)
$100

4348
India, French India, silver rupee, Arcot type mint, dated
1221/43 (KM.15). Toned, good very fine, scarce.
$100
476

4357
Taylor, Jeremy., The Architectural Medal, England and the
Nineteenth Century, British Museum, London, 1978, 244 +
xii pps, illustrated throughout. As new, with dust jacket.
$50

4349*
India, Portuguese India, Manuel I (1495-1521), gold half
manuel or mea (240 reas), (1.42 g), (cf. Gomes 20.02). Very
fine and very rare.
$3,500

END OF SALE

4350
India, Portuguese India, half rupia, 1936 (KM.23).
Uncirculated.
$50

NUMISMATIC LITERATURE
4351
Auction catalogues, Spink & Son (Australia), Spink Auctions,
October 1977 - August 1989, Nos 1-29, missing 2a. Fine.
(31)
$120
4352
Australian Coin Review, issues from 1980 - 2002 (total 248
different; Coin and Banknote Magazine, issues from 2004
-2011 (missing July 2007 and March 2009, total of 86).
Fair - fine. (334)
$100
4353
Cuhaj, George, S., Maru, Rajender and Michael, Thomas;
South Asian Coins and Paper Money, Indian Edition,
including Undivided India Prior to 1947, Krause Publication,
(printed in India), 2013, 544 pp., illustrated throughout. As
new and very important.
$120
This new edition expands the original book of the same name and has
new pricing as well as added material and keeps the same KM numbering
system.

4354
Fabriczy, Cornelius von; Hamilton, Gustavus W.; Italian
Medals, 1904 edition 41 plates, 224pp., London, Duckworth
and Co. Paper toning, otherwise fine and rare.
$150
Important introductory book on Italian medals.

4355
Fortich, Quinton y Oropilla, Philippine Counterstamped
Coins 1828-1839 with Original Archival Documents,
Quezon City, Philippines, 193pp, illustrated throughout
with Appendix of copies of original documents. As new
with dust jacket.
$120
4356
Sutherland, C.H.V. and Olcay, Nekriman and Merrington
K.E., The Cistophori of Augustus, London 1970, RNS Special
Publication No.5, xii + 134pp., 36 plates. Very fine.
$80
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